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TRANSATLANTIC CONNECTION

Center House adds
new capabilities to
popular attraction

During a mid-October visit from his UK
headquarters, Bluesky International coowner James Eddy (right) joins Mark Thaisz,
former co-owner of Col-East Inc., on the
tarmac at Harriman and West Airport in North
Adams, alongside the Aero Commander
500B twin-engine airplane that Col-East uses
for its aerial mapping operations. Bluesky
recently purchased Col-East in a deal that
brings new capabilities and technologies to
the Berkshire-based operations.

UK firm expands with purchase of North Adams-based Col-East
By Brad Johnson
for some of our products in the U.S., and the addition of Col-East to
A British aerial mapping company has jumped across the pond to
our team has given us a good base to explore those possibilities.”
expand its market and operations in the northeastern United States.
“Bluesky is bringing significant investment, new technology and
The vehicle for this transatlantic extension by Bluesky International
added resources that will allow the business to expand freely,” added
was its recent acquisition of Col-East Inc.,
Mark Thaisz, former co-owner of Col-East
“We think there is a market for who now serves as general manager of the
a long-established aerial survey company
that operates from a base at Harriman and
some of our products in the U.S., North American operations. “It’s a very
West Airport in North Adams.
exciting time for Col-East.”
According to principals with Bluesky and and the addition of Col-East to our
Eddy, who also serves as president of
Col-East, the deal allows for a complementeam has given us a good base to what is now known as Col-East Internatary combination of the two companies’ sertional Ltd., noted that the two companies
explore those possibilities.”
vices and resources in a way that brings new
share similar functions that involve, on
capabilities and technologies to the Berkshire-based operations.
their base level, the aerial collection of photographic imagery. From
“We’re pleased that we made the acquisition, and believe it’s going
that shared platform, several differences emerge in terms of how
to have a very positive impact,” said James Eddy, technical director and
the data is captured and utilized.
co-owner of Leicestershire-based Bluesky. “We think there is a market
continued on page 22

By John Townes
The Berkshire Botanical Garden (BBG)
has given a new life to one of Stockbridge’s
oldest buildings.
On Dec.1, the garden center, at 5 West
Stockbridge Rd. in Stockbridge, formally
unveiled its new Center House.
The 6,188- square-foot structure is a multiuse facility containing three art galleries,
a state-of-the-art teaching kitchen, a new
classroom featuring advanced audio/visual
equipment, a botanical library, and office
space for BBG’s education and horticulture
departments.
“This is exciting for us on many levels,”
said Executive Director Michael Beck. “Our
programs have been growing, and this new
center will give us more room and great new
facilities.”
The BBG is a nonprofit community-based
organization that was established in 1934 as a
public display garden and botanical education
center. It is located on a 15-acre parcel at the
intersection of Routes 102 and 183.
The Center House is comprised of an 18th
century former farm building and an extension shed that was built later. It is located on
the north side of West Stockbridge Rd., across
the road from the BBG’s main entrance.
Planning for the project started in 2014.
The BBG applied for funding to the Massachusetts Cultural Council facilities program,
and received a challenge grant for $270,000.
They raised the matching funds and then the
balance of the money for the $2.5 million
cost of the project.
They received additional support from the
Fitzpatrick family foundation, Stockbridge
community preservation funds and other
sources, as well as individual contributions.
“The bulk of it came from individual donors,”
said Beck.
Construction was started about a year ago.
General contractor was Gary Schnopp of
A.J. Schnopp Jr. Construction of Dalton. The
architect was Mark Smith of Lenox.
continued on page 12

studies cite divergent demographic challenges for county

‘Berkshire Initiative for
Growth’ targets ways to
attract young adults

By John Townes
The 1Berkshire economic development organization has released a new study of the ongoing
population decline in the Berkshires, with recommendations on how the region might slow or reverse
that trend by attracting more young people in the
age range of 22 to 40 to move or stay here.
The report, the Berkshire Initiative for Growth
(BIG), was released in October by 1Berkshire. It
is based on the work of a 30-member task force
that was formed in 2014 to explore solutions to
Berkshire County’s population loss.
continued on page 20

A

new focus has been placed on familiar issues in Berkshire County,
with the recent release of two comprehensive reports that address the
county’s demographics, quality of life and population trends.
They look at these issues from the perspective of two different stages of the
life cycle. By a coincidence of timing, the two separate studies were released
within a few weeks of each other in mid-October and early November.
Berkshire Initiative for Growth, sponsored by the 1Berkshire economic
development organization, is an analysis with recommended strategies for
Berkshire County to retain and attract more young adults from the ages of 22
to 40, to counter an overall decline in the county’s population numbers.
The other, the Berkshire Age Friendly Action Plan, compiled by a task
force associated with the Berkshire Regional Planning Commission, examines strategies for improving the quality of life for the growing segment of
older residents of the county.
Taken together they provide an in-depth examination of issues that affect
all ages, and every aspect of life in Berkshire County.

‘Age Friendly Berkshires’
offers action plan for
needs of older residents
By John Townes
A new action plan has been released, outlining
a comprehensive set of goals and specific strategies to enhance the quality of life for the region’s
increasingly older population.
“We have to reorient our thinking to reflect the
fact that the overall population is now older,” said
Margaret McDonough, planner and coordinator of the Age Friendly Berkshires initiative at
the Berkshire Regional Planning Commission
(BRPC), which is administering the program.
While its emphasis and many of its specific
continued on page 21
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Bohemian Road connects
Adams to far-off locations

By John Townes
A new business has made downtown
Adams a bit more colorful.
Bohemian Road, which opened Nov.18,
is an eclectic store at 57 Park St. that carries
unique clothing, jewelry, tapestries, incense
and gift items from Nepal, Thailand and
other locations around the world, as well as
the work of local makers.
The colorful and often elaborate designs
of many items in the 1,100-square-foot
store reflect the look of the counterculture
that emerged in the 1960s, which is no
accident.
“People call it ‘that cool hippie store,’” said
Randy Cormier, who operates the business
with his partner Heidi White. “People of all
kinds still love the type of things we carry.”
In addition to being a unique addition to the
town’s retail mix, Bohemian Road also is the
first business to receive the perk of an official
town-sponsored ribbon-cutting ceremony in
a new program adopted by the town’s board
of selectmen in November.
“We want to welcome and support new
businesses,” said Christine Hoyt, a new
member of the select board, who proposed
the program and attended the store’s Nov.
18 ribbon-cutting. “One of the ways we
decided to do that is to offer them the option
of having the town hold an official opening
event for them.”
Although Bohemian Road is a new venture, it is a reincarnation of a similar business Cormier had operated for many years
in the Berkshire Mall called Brighter Daze.
(It also had a branch store at the Holyoke
Mall for a while.)
A Dalton native who now lives in Adams,
Cormier had sold Brighter Daze in 2006, after
buying the Depot Tavern in Dalton.
“The Depot took a lot of time, and I believe it’s important for the owner of a small

NOW
New Name • Same Faces
Expanded Capabilities

Randy Cormier, shown with his 11-year-old son Tristan, has revived aspects of his former Brighter Daze retail
store with the opening of Bohemian Road in downtown Adams. Along with its eclectic merchandise, the shop
features Saturday afternoon yo-yo lessons with resident expert Tristan (demonstrating his skills below).
business to be on site,” he said. “I couldn’t
do both, so I sold Brighter Daze.”
In addition, he is a partner with his
brother Gerry in another business, Cormier
Landscaping.
Cormier is also a musician. He was a cofounder with Abe Guthrie of the band Xavier,
and has also performed with the popular band
Whiskey City.
He said that he recently spent three years
touring frequently as a solo artist, and performed regularly in clubs in Florida and North
Carolina, among other locations.
“We home school our kids, so we were
able to travel as a family,” he said. “It was a
great experience. But eventually we wanted to
settle down and not do so much traveling.”
They also decided to open a store that
would be similar to the old Brighter Daze,
with a new name.
Cormier explained that he had never totally left the world of retailing. After selling
Brighter Daze, he had continued to operate
a booth that sold similar merchandise at the
annual Eastern States Expedition in Springfield, and at occasional music festivals and
other events.
“We did well with that, so it seemed like a
logical step to open a store again,” he said.
He added that they already had a lot of
inventory on hand, and their vendors had
agreed to provide them with merchandise on
credit, which kept their start-up costs low.
Cormier and White looked at locations
throughout Berkshire County before choosing downtown Adams. “It was the right town
for us, both as a place to live and as a location
for the business,” he said.
He explained that they chose Adams over
larger and more prominent Berkshire retailing
centers for several reasons.
“The price is right, and the town has great
bones and qualities,” he said. “We’ve found
that Adams has a very strong sense of community, and people here believe in patronizing
local business. They also sponsor a lot of
public events, which gets people out.”
Cormier added that the town was very
helpful and supportive when he was setting
the store up.
He noted that many of his former customers at Brighter Daze were from Adams and
northern Berkshire County. “We’ve had a
good number of people [coming to the store]
who remember us from that,” he said.
He also sees the town as a good location
to attract other customers.
“There are two colleges nearby, Massachu-

setts College of Liberal Arts and Williams,”
he said. “We have customers of all ages, but
these kinds of items are especially popular
with students. The Massachusetts Museum
of Contemporary Art is just up the road, too,
and there is a lot of activity in North Adams
these days, such as music festivals. That’s
another big potential market of visitors.”
He added that the downtown location
has other benefits. “It’s on a main road,
and thousands of cars go by every day,”
he said. “People see our unusual sign, and
stop and come in to see what this odd store
is all about.”
Reflecting both the quirky nature of the
store and the owners’ family orientation,
Cormier noted that they also offer free yo-yo
lessons on Saturdays.
“Our son Tristan is big into yo-yos, and
he’s become an expert,” said Cormier. “So
on Saturdays from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. he’ll
offer lessons, and people can hang out and
do yo-yo tricks.”
Through the holidays, Bohemian Road
(413-841-0616 or on Facebook) is open from
11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through Thursday,
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and
noon to 5 p.m. Sunday. In January the store
will be closed Mondays and Tuesdays.◆
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news & notes from the region
City unveils aggregation
plan for lower electric rate
By John Townes
The good news for Pittsfield businesses
and residents is that the supply portion of
their electric bill is slated to be reduced as
the result of a new Pittsfield Community
Choice Power Supply Program municipal
aggregation agreement.
The not-so-good news is that Eversource
is raising its rates for the distribution portion
of electric bills as the result of a Nov. 30
decision by the state Department of Public
Utilities (DPU).
The upshot for Pittsfield residents is that
ratepayers will be somewhat cushioned from
the increase in the distribution rate by the
lower supply cost.
Electric bills are separated into a distribution section, which electric utilities such as
Eversource charge for delivery of electricity
and the cost of operating and maintaining
the power lines and other equipment that
are used. It also includes the profits of the
utility companies.
The supply section covers the generation
of electricity. Consumers have the choice of
purchasing that through the utilities or selecting third-party providers of electricity.
The new Pittsfield Community Choice
Power Supply Program lowers the supply
portion from the standard utility charge for
participating ratepayers in the city.
According to city officials, it will provide
city residents and businesses with a collective savings of more than $780,000 toward
electricity costs over the next six months.
The concept of municipal aggregation,
which many communities have implemented,
is to gain more favorable rates from electrical suppliers by combining the volume of
electricity and purchasing power of many
electric customers.
“This provides more leverage with suppliers than if an individual purchases electricity

on their own,” said Jim McGrath, the city’s
parks, open space and resource manager, and
a member of its Green Commission, which
initiated the plan.
Under the initial 36-month agreement,
participating electricity users will pay a
fixed rate of 9.976 cents per kWh, which is
an anticipated average savings of 13 percent
in their monthly energy supply bills during
the first six months of the program.
All residents, businesses and other users in
Pittsfield who do not currently use third-party
electric suppliers are being automatically
enrolled in the Community Choice Power
Supply Program.
They will continue to receive their monthly
Eversource bill as usual. The only difference
is that the designated supplier on the bill will
change, and the cost of that portion of the
bill will be reduced.
Participation is voluntary. Anyone can
leave the program by contacting the city
through its website or at City Hall.
“We’re doing it as an ‘opt out’rather than an
‘opt in’ for practical reasons,” said McGrath.
“If it depended on people actively signing up,
that would require us to go out and promote
it and convince people to sign up. That takes
a lot time and makes it a lot more difficult to
quickly get the numbers required.”
He added that all payment agreements
and low-income discounts that individual
ratepayers may have will remain in place.
The aggregation plan was first discussed by
the city’s Green Commission in 2015, according to McGrath. “One of our responsibilities is
to find ways to save the city money on its own
operations, and aggregating municipal services is one tool to do that,” he explained.
In their exploration, they decided that
expanding it to a larger citywide scale would
increase its effectiveness, while also saving
ratepayers money.
They submitted the proposal to the city
council, which agreed to authorize the city
as an aggregator. The city then contracted
with Colonial Power, a firm that helps

municipalities to organize and implement
aggregation plans.
“We put out bids to suppliers in 2016, but
the costs and terms weren’t competitive,”
said McGrath. “This summer, conditions in
the market were more favorable, and we put
another bid out.”
The city agreed to a 36-month contract with
NextEra Energy Services, a major energy
supplier based in Houston.
McGrath said the city will have the option
of continuing or terminating the agreement
after the initial contract. “We’ll evaluate it
during that period, and then we can negotiate for another contract, or do something
else,” he said.
The distribution rate increase was initially
requested by Western Massachusetts Electric
Company (WMECo) and NSTAR, together
doing business as Eversource Energy.
The rate hike request sparked widespread
public opposition and led to a 10-month
investigation by the DPU and 13 public hearings across Eversource’s service territory. The
recent DPU order reduced WMECo’s base
revenue request of $34.7 million by $10.6
million, or approximately 30 percent.◆
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collective effort

Initiative targeting
growth for farmers
markets in region
By John Townes
A new grant-funded initiative is being
launched to provide shared resources and
individual assistance to support and grow
Berkshire County’s farmers markets.
The Berkshire Market Collective is a collaboration between the Berkshire Regional
Planning Commission (BRPC), Berkshire
Farm & Table, and Alchemy Initiative to
address the growing needs of 20 independent
farmers markets operating in the Berkshires
and adjacent communities.
The project will build capacity, address
market challenges, and provide an ongoing support network to farmers market
managers to increase customer volume and
sales, and contribute to regional economic
development.
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“The goal is to provide practical hands-on
In addition to its grant-writing expertise,
tools to the managers of the farmers markets,”
BRPC had addressed the issues facing farmsaid Angela Cardinali, executive director and
ers and the regional food economy in its 2014
founder of Berkshire Farm & Table (www.
Sustainable Berkshires master plan, and has
berkshirefarmandtable.org), an organization
been active in the “Keep Berkshires Farmthat cultivates and promotes the food culture of
ing” movement.
the Berkshires and western Massachusetts.
“The Sustainable Berkshires plan indicates
To fund the initiative, the Berkshire Regionthat the resident demand for fresh vegetables
al Planning Commission has been awarded a
is more than twice the current supply, and the
$238,595 three-year capacity-building grant
demand for fresh fruits and berries is roughly
through the USDA Agricultural Marketing
four times the current supply,” said Nathaniel
Service’s Farmers MarKarns, executive direcket Promotion Program
tor of BRPC. “Despite
“The goal is to provide
(FMPP).
a more than adequate
practical hands-on tools
The concept for the
customer base, local
to the managers of the
Berkshire Market Colfarmers continue to
lective was initiated by
struggle to make ends
farmers markets.”
Jessica Vecchia, execumeet during a relative director of Alchemy Initiative (www.
tively short growing season.”
alchemyinitiative.org), a Pittsfield-based
Karns said the Berkshire Market Collecorganization that works to foster connective will help to enhance the viability of local
tions between food and community-building
farms by strengthening the sales outlets of
activities. In that role, she also manages the
farmers market.
Downtown Pittsfield Farmers Market.
BRPC will serve as a facilitator of the col“Farmers markets face universal challaborative and has assigned Melissa Provenchlenges and could truly benefit from stronger
er to serve as project manager. Berkshire Farm
connections and sharing of resources, said
& Table and Alchemy Initiative will directly
Vecchia.
organize and coordinate the program.
She added that the idea arose in part from
frequent requests the Pittsfield market had
Building on existing base
received from other farmers markets for
The Berkshire Market Collective will build
information and assistance on issues such
upon the work of past and current market
as rules and regulations, vendor contacts and
managers and stakeholders in the region.
training in accepting SNAP (Supplemental
For the purposes of the FMPP grant, the
Nutrition Assistance Program) benefits for
farmers markets covered by the collective
include those operating in Berkshire County
purchases at the markets.
as well as some in neighboring communities
She approached Cardinali (who also orgain eastern New York, southern Vermont and
nized the Berkshire Grown Holiday Farmers
northwestern Connecticut.
Markets, which operate in Williamstown
Cardinali said this extension across state
and Great Barrington during the fall and
lines is consistent with the guidelines and
winter) to suggest that Berkshire Farm &
goals of the FMPP in terms of allocation of
Table co-sponsor an earlier round of FMPP
federal (versus state) funding. It also makes
grant funding in 2016.
sense, she said, because of the well-established
Their initial application to the program
relationships between markets and farmers on
was not successful.
opposite sides of these state lines.
Earlier this year, they approached BRPC to
“There’s a long history of Berkshire farmassist them and sponsor a second application.
ers participating as vendors in these neighborThis effort was successful, despite the highly
ing markets, and farmers from those other
competitive nature of the program. The USDA
states coming here,” she said. “Including all
was able to fund just 11 percent of the applicaof these markets will allow us to develop a
tions received for the program this year. The
more effective and meaningful program to
Berkshire Market Collective was one of two
support the viability of local farms.”
applications selected in Massachusetts.
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The process of organizing the Berkshire
Market Collective will begin immediately,
with the goal of being prepared to provide
services in preparation for the 2018 farmers
market season, according to Cardinali.
Information-gathering sessions will take
place before the end of the year to begin the
development of a resource-sharing network.
“We’re going to frontload it as much as we
can, and we will aim at having a specific plan
of action in place by the end of January,”
Cardinali said.
They will conduct outreach to market
managers, and assess the challenges of each
individual market. Other initial goals include
development of a strategic plan and threeyear timeline, and a search for marketing
design and data collection vendors.
The specifics will depend largely on the
needs and preferences of market managers.
Overall the collaborative has several
objectives. First, it will create a resource
for market managers to share information,
knowledge and ideas.
A discussion forum and toolkit will be
created to enable members to pool information, streamline market operations, provide
training and reduce the administrative burden
of managing a farmers market.
“One of the issues for farmers markets is
that managers change, and some markets do
not have access to professional management,”
said Cardinali. “We want to create a knowledge base about the operations of markets,
and tools to reduce the barriers and make it
easier for them to operate effectively.”
The collective will also determine a baseline of sales in dollars and initial customer
counts to document the volume of sales
increases and percentage changes over the
course of the three-year project.
“The collective will also engage the community to find out who uses the markets to buy
the products that are available,” Cardinali said.
“We also want to find out who doesn’t shop at
farmers markets, and why they don’t.”
Organizers will develop a unified marketing strategy to create opportunities and promote each of the independent markets though
a universal campaign that is contemporary,
customer-friendly and cost-effective.
“We will encourage the use of markets as
destinations for food,” said Cardinali. “One
of the things we plan to do is create material
that tells the stories of farmers.”
While the primary target of these outreach
efforts is the resident population of the
Berkshires, Cardinali added that they will
also expand the potential customer base to
include visitors to the region.
“As an organization, Berkshire Farm &
Table has been promoting local foods and
food culture to people outside of the Berkshires,” she said. “In conjunction with that,
we’ll be developing promotions to encourage
people who are visiting the Berkshires to shop
at farmers markets while they are here.”
Although the current FMPP grant is for
three years, Cardinali said the goal is to
establish the Berkshire Market Collective as
a permanent entity, and they will be seeking
additional funding beyond that to support it
on an ongoing basis.u
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BUSINESS

Update

Berkshire Money Management Inc. (BMM),
an independent investment advisory firm, is opening its doors – and its walls and floor space – to
artists from the Berkshires and beyond. The firm
invites submissions of two- and three-dimensional
original artwork for a one-night, group exhibit
entitled new art in an old Building, to be held
on Jan. 19 at the Model Farm at 161 Main St. in
Dalton. The historic 19th century property has
undergone extensive renovation, and is now the
new headquarters for BMM (august 2017 BT&C).
The show is open to all artists and mediums. Works
need to be displayed free standing, on pedestals or
easels, and must be ready for display by Jan. 18. Up
to six pieces may be submitted by any individual.
The deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on Dec.
23. Submissions can be sent digitally to AHarris@
BerkshireMM.com with the subject line “New
Art in an Old Building.” Artists whose works are
selected will be notified by Dec. 31, and will each
receive a $100 stipend. Artists are encouraged to
list their pieces for sale at the Jan. 19 show, which
will be held from 5 to 8 p.m., including a reception
with music and refreshments. Admission is free
and open to the public. For more information,
email AHarris@BerkshireMM.com.
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
(MCLA) has announced that its Professional
Development in Arts Education grant – a collaborative effort with North Adams Public
Schools, MCLA’s arts management program and
the Berkshire Compact – has been approved for
nearly $740,000 in funding by the U.S. Department of Education. Funding for this project will
be distributed over four years. “Collaborations
such as this arts education project are part of
MCLA’s mission and responsibility as the commonwealth’s public liberal arts institution,” said
MCLA President James Birge. “We are proud to
be part of this important, nationally funded grant
project, which will serve as a bridge between the
arts, education and the public school systems in
our area.” North Adams Public Schools Superintendent Barbara Malkas, Ed.D, described the grant
as a validation of the school systems’ commitment
to arts education as a vehicle for developing the
creative and critical thinking, as well as the social
and emotional learning skills for future readiness.
The project will provide 70 hours of high-quality,
professional development for arts educators and
general classroom teachers who integrate the arts
to deepen practice, improve student engagement,
and increase skills. The initiative also will align
world-class arts organizations’ assets and offerings
to area schools, create mentorships and partnerships
for schools with cultural institutions, and increase
the use of arts-based strategies for student assessment. In addition, Professional Development in Arts
Education will create a portal for a digital exchange
of resources and arts-integrated curriculum within
the region, and build on work completed over the
last four years to build a collective impact model
for arts education in Berkshire County.
Southern Berkshire Volunteer Ambulance
Squad and Lee Fire & Rescue are partnering to
teach an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)
course in February. The purpose of the joint training
endeavor is to not only bolster interagency relations, but capitalize on the breadth of instructor
knowledge between the two organizations. The
course, which will be conducted at Lee Fire &
Rescue headquarters at 177 Main St. in Lee, is
approximately 160 hours long over a four-month
period. Students will learn critical thinking and
practical skills necessary to provide emergency
medical care in the pre-hospital environment.
Modules include scene safety, patient assessment,
fracture stabilization skills, bleeding and wound
care, and pathophysiology of medical emergencies
and traumatic injuries. Students who successfully
complete the course, and pass both a National
Registry of EMT (NREMT) written and practical
examination, will earn national certification that
meets minimal occupational requirements to start
a career in Emergency Medical Services. For more
information or to register for this course, visit www.
sbvas.com/training/nremt/ or call 413-884-5729.

The Jewish Women’s Foundation of
Berkshire County has announced the recipients
of its grants for 2017. Funds awarded this year
target children and also help families combat
homelessness, food, and health insecurity. Recipients include: Berkshire Baby Box, to provide
safe sleeping conditions and education to lowincome families; Berkshire Community Diaper
Project, to provide diapers; Berkshire Children
and Families, for its Kids for Harmony Project;
Railroad Street Youth Project, BSC Playwright
Mentoring Project, and Berkshire Pulse, to
foster confidence and empowerment in youth;
Construct Inc., for its THRIVE Program, which
provides transitional housing and workshops for
independent living; Berkshire Hills Regional
School District, for the food assistance to participants of the summer literacy Project Connection;
Alchemy Initiative at the Pittsﬁeld Farmers
Market, for fresh food subsidies for WIC participants; Literacy Network of the Berkshires
and the Center for Peace through Culture, for
the training of elementary school teachers, to
promote mindfulness and self-regulation among
their students; and Volunteers in Medicine, to
work with patients across a range of social determinants of health. In addition to the funds awarded
through its grant application process, the Jewish
Women’s Foundation provides ongoing support
for the Jewish Transportation Network, Jewish
camp scholarships, and the PJ Library program,
in collaboration with the Jewish Federation of
the Berkshires. Foundation members contribute
a minimum of $500 each year and are offered the
opportunity to serve on an advisory grant committee that decides how the funds are distributed.
For more information, go to jewishberkshires.org/
jewish-womens-foundation.
Goodwill of the Berkshires and Southern
Vermont is one of three Goodwill organizations
in the country to receive Goodwill Industries
International’s operational excellence award for
2016 performance. The award recognized Goodwill organizations with the highest growth rate in
total donated goods revenue from new and existing
retail footprints over the previous year. “We’re
very honored to receive this award,” said David
Twiggs, CEO of Goodwill of the Berkshires and
Southern Vermont. “It’s a testament to the spirit
and generosity of our community of donors and to
those who also support our mission by shopping in
our retail operations.” The organization operates
retail stores in Pittsfield, Great Barrington, North
Adams, Lee, and in Bennington and Rutland in
southern Vermont.

The City of Pittsﬁeld has unveiled its new online
property viewer, with a new design and upgrades
that allow for a more enhanced user experience.
The web page, which has a new design in step with
Google maps and Google Street View integration,
is available either through the city’s website at
www.cityofpittsfield.org or at https://pittsfieldma.
mapgeo.io. The mobile-friendly site is most used
as a property viewer and as a source of geographic
information for both city employees and the public
at large. It is a one-stop shop for integrated data
from multiple sources including local, state and
federal information, as well as data from Google.
The site includes information from assessors, zoning, parking, street, and parks; it will also showcase
selected city features and projects. Other features
include access to the city’s high-resolution aerial
photography, faster loading times for maps, and
tools for map sharing (via web link) and printing.
For more information about the site, call Ryan
Grennan, GIS coordinator, at 413-499-9330.

The ceiling
of one becomes

the floor

of another .

Holiday Retirement’s Devonshire Estates in
Lenox was selected as a “Caring Star of 2018” as
part of an annual nationwide program honoring
service excellence. The recognition was based on
consumer ratings and reviews posted on Caring.
com, a senior care website. Devonshire Estates
was one of the 28 Holiday Retirement communities recognized in this year’s awards.
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Berkshire Health Systems and its Wellness at
Work program have been named a WorkWell Massachusetts Award Program Gold Level winner for
worksite health promotion. The award recognizes
BHS’s achievements developing, implementing,
and participating in corporate health improvement
and wellness programs. BHS is one of four Gold
Level award recipients for 2017. The BHS Wellness at Work team works with local employers
as a partner to develop and implement a wellness
program that best addresses the individual company’s needs and budget.
Four of Berkshire Healthcare’s skilled nursing facilities in Massachusetts have been named
among the best in the nation by U. s. news &
world report. In the Berkshires, Kimball Farms
Nursing Care Center in Lenox, Mt. Greylock
Extended Care in Pittsfield and Williamstown
Commons Nursing & Rehabilitation were
among 75 in Massachusetts designated by the
national magazine as “Top Performers” in their
selection of the best nursing homes in the country.
Berkshire Healthcare affiliate Pilgrim Rehabilitation and Skilled Nursing in Peabody also
earned a spot on the list.
Berkshire Bank has been recognized the
Boston Business Journal as one the state’s
most philanthropic companies at its 12th annual Corporate Citizenship Awards ceremony.
Among the 94 companies that were honored,
Berkshire Bank ranked 46th for total financial
contributions with over $1.2 million donated in
Massachusetts and more than $2 million donated
overall. Massachusetts-based employees of the
bank also donated more than 28,000 hours of
volunteer service.
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Cranwell Spa & Golf Resort has awarded
Gladys Allen Brigham Center with $10,000
to further the organization’s efforts in its new
“Eureka!” program, which encourages girls ages
12 to 18 to explore and pursue careers in science,
technology and mathematics (december 2017
BT&C). The Cranwell gift comes as a part of Hyatt
Community Grants, a philanthropic program that
empowers Hyatt colleagues to guide charitable
giving. “We are honored to support Gladys Allen
Brigham Center and their valuable contributions to
our community,” said Victor Cappadona, general
manager at Cranwell. “We consider the members
of our community an integral part of the Hyatt family, and through our relationship with the Center,
we have seen first-hand the way its work enables
our city to thrive.” The Hyatt program, now in its
ninth year, encourages hotels around the world to
identify and nominate local nonprofits for funding
consideration. All participating nonprofits must
have a significant local presence and support one
of Hyatt’s four philanthropic pillars: Environmental
Sustainability, Education & Career Readiness,
Economic Development & Investment, or Health
& Wellness. “Receiving this grant is a great honor,
and we are thankful that Cranwell Spa & Golf Resort
nominated our organization to be the recipient of
this generous donation,” said Kelly Marion, CEO
of Gladys Allen Brigham Center. “We know this
grant will go a long way in helping us achieve our
goals of Eureka’s objectives.”
Proceeds raised by the seventh annual North
Adams Motorama event, held Aug. 27 in the city’s
downtown, have been awarded to the following
nonprofit organizations: Berkshire Community
Action Council, Berkshire Resources Project
Inc., BFAIR, Northern Berkshire Habitat for
Humanity, Northern Berkshire Interfaith Action Initiative, and PopCares Inc. Motorama is
held through a collaboration of the City of North
Adams’ Office of Community Events and event
organizers including Joe Dean of Dean’s Quality
Automotive, Jeff Sylvester from McAndrewsKing, and Daryl Roy from NAPA Auto Parts,
along with other volunteers.

Collaborate
engineering
architecture
civil/survey
planning

A project that works to reduce respiratory
health problems for residents in northern Berkshire
County through energy efficiency improvements
has received $25,000 from a U.S Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) program that addresses
environmental issues affecting public health.
The North Berkshire Healthy Homes Initiative,
designed by the Center for EcoTechnology, will
demonstrate the connection between improved
energy efficiency and improved respiratory health
in vulnerable households, specifically those who
have visited emergency rooms or been hospitalized multiple times in the last year for asthma or
other respiratory illness. The grant-funded project
will provide education and technical assistance
to help deliver energy efficiency services and
health-focused home repairs aimed at improving energy and health outcomes. The grant was
awarded by EPA’s New England office through
the Healthy Communities Grant Program. For
more information, go to www3.epa.gov/region1/
eco/uep/hcgp.html.
The Elizabeth Freeman Center (EFC) in
Pittsfield has been awarded a $20,000 grant by the
Mary Kay Foundation to further its efforts to combat
domestic violence and work toward economic justice for survivors of violence throughout Berkshire
County. The EFC will use the grant funding to support Money School, its trauma-informed financial
independence initiative designed specifically for
and by domestic and sexual violence survivors.
Money School, which was awarded the 2017 Innovation Award by the Massachusetts Office for
Victim Assistance, combines multi-layered expertise of those doing anti-violence and anti-poverty
work with community financial experts, educators
and employment resources. Participants receive
dinner, childcare, a cash stipend at each workshop,
and ongoing individual assistance to ensure they
are supported every step of the way.
At the 2nd Annual Berkshire Theatre Awards,
held Nov. 6, the board of the Berkshire Theatre
Critics Association (BTCA) selected WAM
Theatre co-founder and artistic director Kristen
van Ginhoven to receive the Larry Murray Award,
which is given to a person or theater project that
advances social, political or community issues.
The award is named after the life-long leader and
advocate in the arts who founded both the BTCA
and the Berkshire Theatre Awards. Van Ginhoven
and WAM were honored for their innovative double
philanthropic mission supporting nonprofits that
benefit women and girls locally, nationally and
internationally. The award came one day after WAM
had presented a donation of $9,000 to the Soldier
On Women’s Program after the closing performance of the their 2017 fall MainStage production
of The Last wife by Kate Hennig. That donation
represented 25 percent of the box office proceeds
of the run of the production. Since its founding in
2010, WAM has donated more than $41,500 to 13
nonprofit organizations… Chester Theatre Company (CTC) has received two Berkshire Theatre
Awards for work seen on the stage of Chester’s
Town Hall Theatre this past summer. Actor Joel
Ripka was cited for Outstanding Solo Performance
Piece for every Brilliant Thing (written by Duncan
Macmillian with Jonny Donahoe, and directed by
CTC Producing Artistic Director Daniel Elihu
Kramer.) every Brilliant Thing was also named the
year’s Outstanding New Play or Musical.

Lance Vermeulen Real Estate Inc. has announced the marketing launch for Highﬁeld on
Main, an upscale mixed-use project in downtown
Great Barrington being developed by TOPA
Enterprises LLC. The project involves redevelopment of the building at 546 Main St. into 18
two-bedroom condominiums on upper levels and
commercial space at street level. It will provide
upscale amenities such as secure underground
parking, elevator service opening directly to each
unit and fine interior finishes. “We set out to create
something very unique,” said architect M. Jeffrey
Baker of Mesick Cohen Wilson Baker, an Albany,
N.Y., based firm that provided design services for
the project. “We wanted this building to fit well
to its location, be convenient and be stunning in
its appearance. It will feel comfortable in every
sense. It is a well-informed design, using a mix of
modern planning sensibilities and the best of chaste
and elegant classicism.” Lance Vermeulen, whose
agency is handling marketing for Highfield on
Main, noted that the project “is the perfect solution
for either those downsizing from larger properties in
the region or those looking to establish an efficient
and upscale residence.” The agency’s office at 283
Main St. will feature displays of floor and individual
condominium plans along with additional information about Highfield on Main during the Holiday
Stroll in Great Barrington on Dec. 9.
The Northern Berkshire Neighbors program of
the Northern Berkshire Community Coalition
(NBCC) is seeking community-minded individuals to take part in a free Community Outreach and
Civic Engagement training program, which will
take place over a five-month period and meet every
Thursday from 5:30 to 8 p.m. beginning Feb. 1.
Participants will engage in workshops and training
on topics such as different styles of leadership, effective communication and marketing, professional
writing, community organizing, conflict management, and other related topics. Coupled with the
training, participants will create and implement a
community service project utilizing the skills and
information received during the training that will
either meet a community need or build upon an
existing asset. Following completion of the program, Northern Berkshire Neighbors will support
participants as they work towards making impactful
contributions to their communities and neighborhoods, and in some cases, contributing directly to
the work of NBCC. Glenda Matos-Carter, Coordinator of Northern Berkshire Neighbors, noted that
the training “is the perfect tool for anyone who is
new to the northern Berkshire area or is interested
in becoming more involved with their neighborhood and community as a whole.” To register for
the training, a letter of interest briefly detailing
the individual’s motivation for participating and
including their full contact information must be
mailed by Jan. 13 to 61 Main St., Suite 218, North
Adams, MA 01247 or emailed to gmcarter@nbccoalition.org. For more information, call Glenda
Matos-Carter at 413-663-7588.
The Berkshire Healthcare Harvest Run,
held Oct. 21, raised more than $15,000 for the
Berkshire Community College nursing program
scholarship fund. More than 170 runners, including adults, students and children, participated in the
trail run, relay and kids race. “This was our most
successful Harvest Run,” said Ellen Kennedy,
president of Berkshire Community College.

DECEMBER 9-22
at The Colonial Theatre
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news & notes from the region
Berkshire Community College (BCC), with
sponsorship from Guardian Life Insurance
Company of America, is offering select students
micro-grants to help them pay their past-due debts
and stay on track to graduate. The Guardian Value
Scholarship program identifies students who are in
good academic standing but unable to re-enroll due
to college debt. The scholarship can help reduce
or remove a student’s debt to the college, which in
turn allows them to register for upcoming spring
2018 classes at BCC. The maximum value of the
Scholarship is $1,500. If a student owes more
than $1,500, they are expected to pay down the
remaining balance of their debt before they can
register. For more information about Guardian
Value Scholarships, contact Anne Moore in the
financial aid office at 413-236-1641.
The second edition of Giving Back: your Guide
to Charitable opportunities in the Berkshires
is now being distributed throughout Berkshire
County. Published by the Nonproﬁt Center of the
Berkshires (NPC), the free guide includes profiles
of over 70 nonprofit organizations and a directory
of nearly 1,000 Berkshire nonprofits organized by
category. The publication is used in diverse ways
to make connections between local charities and
those who want to support them. Some 5,000 copies of the guide have been delivered to town halls,
banks, libraries, businesses, schools, community
centers, and popular gathering spots. Copies of the
guide are also available at the Nonprofit Center on
40 Railroad St. in Great Barrington, and can be
ordered online. The entire guide is viewable online
in the “resources” section of npcberkshires.org. For
more information, call 413-645-3151.
BFAIR (Berkshire Family & individual Resources) has kicked off its 2017 Annual Campaign
with the theme “Raise the Roof,” which describes
how the organization intends to utilize the funds
raised. All proceeds from the Raise the Roof
campaign will be used to support renovations and
equipment at BFAIR’s newest residential acquisition in Williamstown. “When retrofitting an existing
home to fully accommodate the unique individual
needs of the residents, there are always challenges,”
said Rich Weisenflue, executive director of BFAIR.
“With the need for specialized equipment that might
not otherwise be funded, our fund-raising efforts
help us to offset those expenses, providing vital
support to our residents.” Supporting the Raise the
Roof campaign can be done via credit card or check
donation. Visit bfair.org for more information.
For its 85th anniversary season, Jacob’s Pillow
Dance Festival had record-breaking attendance
of over 111,000 for some 500 free and ticketed
performances, events, classes, Pillow Pop-Up
performances. “After defining our vision for the
future, including bold, new institutional goals, and
experimenting with programming shifts, we are
pleased to see a tremendous increase in engagement
in particular with local Berkshire residents as well as
an increase in attendance at free programming both
on and off site,” said Jacob’s Pillow Director Pamela
Tatge. Jacob’s Pillow presented 197 dance performances from May through August, an increase
of 37 over the previous year, with 132 ticketed
performances and 65 free performances. Jacob’s
Pillow saw a 39-percent increase of under-35 ticket
buyers after expanding the discount program from
Friday evenings to every ticketed performance. In
its second year of operation, the Pillow’s Community Engagement Department implemented
several new and expanded programs designed to
“take dance off the mountain” to directly engage
with communities throughout Berkshire County.
This season, community engagement programs
accounted for 160 classes, workshops, and special
events. Through these initiatives, 6,300 participants
engaged with dance in a new way, nearly doubling
last year’s 98 offerings that engaged around 3,000
participants. The 2017 season marked implementation of several new projects and initiatives within
the goals of Vision ’22, a strategic five-year plan
for the future of Jacob’s Pillow (august 2017
BT&C). These include the start of the Pillow Lab
residency program, an initial step towards becoming
a year-round center for dance research and artistic
development; the opening of the $5.5 million Perles
Family Studio, the first major on-site construction
project since 1992; and the launch of the PittsfieldPillow Express, a free bus service providing access
to Jacob’s Pillow’s programming.◆

the month in business

Dec. 8-10: Pop Up Shop benefit for Puerto Rico hosted by
Common Folk, featuring art, consignment, crafts and more at
50 Ashland St. in North Adams. Dec. 8 from 4 to 9 p.m., Dec
9 & 10 from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. For information, go to www.
commonfolk.org.

Dec. 9, 10: Visit by Santa Claus at the Pittsfield Goodwill
store at 457 Dalton Ave., both days from 1 to 3 p.m. Kids who
come to Goodwill to meet Santa will receive free treats and
gifts. There is no charge for this event. For more information,
go to goodwill-berkshires.org.
Dec. 9, 16: Charity Gift Wrap at Lee Premium Outlets, with
Wahconah Regional High School cheerleaders providing gift
wrapping services in exchange for a donation. Held in the
Food Court from noon to 6 p.m. All proceeds support the
cheerleading program.
Dec. 11: Speak Up Western Mass community forum hosted by
state Sen. Adam Hinds from 10 a.m. to noon at Williamstown
Town Hall. Opportunity for residents and local officials to ask
questions, share concerns and make recommendations on state
issues. For information, call 617-722-1625.
Dec. 12: The Art & Science of Leading Transformational
Change, workshop introducing participants to a framework and
process for leaders to assess the current state of their organizations,
define an ideal future state, and then to create clear, actionable
change initiatives for attaining that desired future state. Presented
by the Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires in partnership with
Northern Berkshire United Way and MCLA from 10 a.m. to noon
at the MCLA Design Lab, 49 Main St., North Adams. $25 for
Nonprofit Center members and $35 for nonmembers. Register
online at npcberkshires.org or call 413-645-3151.
Dec. 13: Williamstown Chamber of Commerce Annual
Holiday Party, 5 to 7 p.m. at The ’6 House Pub, with complimentary hors d’oeuvres and cash bar. Sponsored by Greylock
Federal Credit Union. For information or to RSVP, email
info@williamstownchamber.com.

PITTSFIELD
MILL BUILDING
OFFICE SPACE

Jan. 13, Feb. 17: Berkshire Grown Holiday Farmers Markets,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Monument Valley Middle School, 313
Monument Valley Rd., Great Barrington.
Jan. 19: New Art in an Old Building, one-night group exhibit
at the new headquarters of Berkshire Money Management at 161
Main St. in Dalton. 5 p.m. to 8 p.m., including reception with
music and refreshments. Admission is free and open to the public.
For more information, email AHarris@BerkshireMM.com.
Jan. 24: Peer to Peer Fundraising, workshop led by Mary
McGurn of McGurn Media, offered by Berkshire Community
College in collaboration with the Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires. 10 a.m. to noon at BCC South County Center, 343 Main
St., Great Barrington. Cost $35. Information and registration at
http://shop.berkshirecc.edu/workshops.
Jan. 24: “What’s New in Multiple Sclerosis Research and
Treatment Updates From Around the World,” free educational
program presented by the MS Support Foundation, 5:30 to 8:30
p.m. at the Williams Inn, Williamstown (includes dinner. Preregister at 844-280-7292 or email dbriggs1@msresource.org.
Jan. 27: BYP Winter Ball, hosted by Berkshire Young Professionals from 7 to 11 p.m. at Country Club of Pittsfield. $25
members, $35 nonmembers. For tickets and information, call
Danielle Pellerin at 413-499-1600.
Jan. 30 Entrepreneurial Meetup, free event presented by
1Berkshire. 8 to 10 a.m. at No. Six Depot Roastery & Cafe
in West Stockbridge. For information, call Nathan Haddad at
413-499-1600.
Ongoing: Berkshire Business Builders networking meeting
every Thursday morning from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at 55 Church
Street in Pittsfield. All business people looking for an opportunity
to network are invited. For information, call Kathy Hazelett at
413-442-8581.◆

Newly renovated, great light,
height, brick, maple floors. The
2,400 sq. ft. and 1,100 sq. ft.
spaces can be combined. Will
build out to suit if desired.
A well-maintained property owned
and operated by the Nash family for over
60 years. We keep our tenants happy!

Contact: Lisa Noyes at ALNASCO
413 448 8287 • Lisa@ALNASCO.NET

WWW.ALNASCO.NET

Dec. 14: 1Berkshire Annual Meeting and Exhibitor Marketplace, 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at MASS MoCA in North Adams. $40.
For information, call Danielle Pellerin at 413-499-1600.
Dec. 16: Beneﬁt for Music in Common featuring Whiskey
Treaty Roadshow, 8 p.m. at the Stationery Factory, 63 Flansburg
Ave., Dalton. Tickets $20 in advance (at https://go.rallyup.com/)
or $25 at the door. For information, call 413-822-1512.
Dec. 16, 17: Berkshire Grown Holiday Farmers Markets,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Monument Valley Middle School, 313
Monument Valley Rd., Great Barrington, on Dec. 16; and
Williams College Towne Field House, 82 Latham St., Williamstown, on Dec. 17.
Dec.19, Jan. 16: Pittsﬁeld Green Drinks, informal gathering of
people interested in conservation and environmental issues on
third Tuesday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at J. Allen’s Clubhouse
Grille. Sponsored by the Berkshire Environmental Action Team
(BEAT). For more information and meeting location, contact
Jane Winn at jane@thebeatnews.org or 413-230-7321.
Jan. 4: Great Barrington Green Drinks, informal gathering
of people interested in conservation and environmental issues
on first Thursday of each month. 5:30 p.m. at the Prairie Whale,
178 Main St. For more information, contact Natalie Narotzky
at nnarotzky@gmail.com.
Jan. 9: Lean Lab, monthly meetup group designed for entrepreneurs who want to grow their businesses using lean startup
methodology (see related story on page 8). Hosted by Lever Inc.
at 85 Main St. in North Adams from 6 to 8 p.m. This month’s
meetup features guest speaker Mitch Nash of Blue Q. Open to
any entrepreneur, especially those seeking to grow their business. Also welcome are intrapreneurs – business professionals
with a desire to accelerate innovation within their company. For
information, email Brent Filson at bfilson@lever.org.

If your plan is to invest in IT
when it breaks,
you don’t have a plan.

Expect more.
413-499-0607 1 Fenn Street
800-207-1926 Pittsfield, MA
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ATTENTION ADULT LEARNERS:

DEGREE
COMPLETION
PROGRAMS

MCLA Degree Completion Programs are
designed for the adult learner seeking an
accelerated, non-traditional pathway to
completing a bachelor’s degree. Each program is
in a cohort-style learning format, in which students
begin their course of study with a group of peers
and proceed through the program together.
Classes are offered in Pittsfield in the evenings
and online to help students meet the demands of
work, family, and their studies.

PROGRAMS
Bachelor of Arts in Interdisciplinary Studies:
Leadership and Business
Children, Families and Society
Health & Human Serives
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
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To learn more about the
Degree Completion Programs and to
schedule individual advising appointments
please call 413-662-5409 or visit

www.mcla.edu/degreecompletion
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GETTING started

Lever rolls out
new emphasis
on lean startup
methodology
Monthly ‘Lean Lab’ meetup
group to debut on Jan. 9
By Brad Johnson
Lever Inc. is going lean while at the same
time bolstering its staff.
The North Adams-based nonprofit organization that is focused on support and development of high-growth-potential business
ventures in the region has added the principles
of “lean startup methodology” to its bag of
resources for entrepreneurs.
And providing both indoctrination and
guidance on these principles is Brent Filson,
who joined Lever’s staff this summer as
director of programs and operations.
“It’s an area of interest for me,” said Filson
regarding the increasingly popular alternative
to the conventional business-plan-driven approach to venture startups. He is focusing on
lean startup methodology in his one-on-one
work with entrepreneurs at Lever, in occasional group workshop series and in new
monthly meet-ups that begin in January.
Filson’s interest in lean startup methodology was honed – along with his own
skills and expertise in the subject matter
– through his work in recent years as a
strategy consultant at financial services giant MassMutual, where he served as team
leader for LaunchPoint, a business model
accelerator that designs and tests innovative
business models focused on new revenue
growth within the company.

Happy Holidays from

Quest Connect
your local IT Training Provider

We’re shaking things up this
holiday season by moving
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To celebrate, we’re
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Microsoft Office and
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the month of December.
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on all Microsoft Office & CompTIA classes
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purchased on or before 12/14/2017.
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Within that broader context, Lever’s own
activities over the past few years have been
focused primarily on providing meaningful
resources that are needed by specific types of
startup ventures – those that have the potential for the kind of growth, job creation and
revenue generation that can have measurable
impact on the local economy.
Among those resources is the incubator
space that Lever operates on the second floor
of a commercial building in downtown North
Adams, as well as the adjacent Cloud85
co-working space, and other related operations and educational opportunities such as
mentoring and peer learning.
Lever also has become involved – both
directly and indirectly – in facilitating access
to investment capital to help some of those
startups rise to the next level. That includes
the launch last year of the Lever Pilot Fund,
a combined $200,000 that has been invested
by a number of individuals and other entities, most with direct ties to the region and
an interest in its economic well-being (April
2017 BT&C).
Over the past few years, Lever’s small
Brent Filson has joined the staff at Lever Inc. as director of programs and operations, where he applies
staff,
led by Executive Director Jeffrey
his own experience with lean startup methodology to Lever’s work with entrepreneurs in the region.
Thomas, has expanded to handle the growing
number of entrepreneurs it works with and
“We called ourselves ‘intrapreneurs’,” said
His experience there also demonstrated to
to organize the programs and resources that
Filson, explaining that the team’s efforts repFilson the value of validated learning cycles,
support its mission. That included creation
resented MassMutual’s emphasis on cultivatin which early failure of initial product rollof the position of director of programs and
ing an internal entrepreneurial environment
outs can lead to improvement, refinement
operations that Filson now fills, as well as
as a way to develop new products and other
and, ultimately, success. “This methodology
other recent staff additions.
opportunities for revenue growth.
allows the practitioners to be comfortable
A Williamstown native, Filson served
Filson’s work with MassMutual and
with failure,” he noted.
from 2003 to 2011 as an officer in the U.S.
LaunchPoint was steeped in the principals
This, he acknowledged, is something that
Marine Corps, which included two deployof lean startup, a methodology that in
can be very difficult for many entrepreneurs
ments to Iraq. He sustained injuries during
simplified terms looks to enhance the sucto embrace. “Most people don’t want to get
his second deployment, for which he was
cess rate for new ventures by altering the
their idea blown up right away,” he said.
awarded a Purple Heart in 2006. He earned
conventional course of product (or service)
But, Filson explained, by starting with
several other commendations, includdevelopment.
what is referred to as a minimally viable
ing the Department
Rather than a long, expensive and stealthy
product (MVP) and
“Most people don’t want
of Defense Outstandprocess of taking an initial product concept to
exposing it to scrutiny
what its developers see as its optimum form
from potential endto get their idea blown up ing Service Member
Award in 2010, related
before introducing it to prospective customusers, the failure comes
right away.”
to his role as comers and end-users, lean startup advocates a
at a point of much lower
pany commander of the Wounded Warrior
more experimental and interactive approach
investment of capital as well as intellectual
Battalion-West at Camp Pendleton, Calif.,
where a succession of early-stage product
resources. “It’s a process of failing as fast
which provided or facilitated assistance to
releases provides valuable feedback from
and effectively as possible,” he said.
wounded, ill and injured marines, sailors
potential customers.
In his work at MassMutual, for example,
and their family members.
This process of validated learning allows
this involved the introduction of new MVP
After completing his military service,
for an iterative assessment and refinement of
business models on a limited basis that alFilson returned with his wife and their first
the product or service that can help control the
lowed the flaws in those models to become
child to his hometown. “We moved back to
capital burn rate during product development,
apparent early on. From there, decisions
Williamstown in 2012, and decided that we
while guiding the startup to a product that is
could be made about the viability of the
wanted to stay in the area,” he said.
better attuned to the needs of its prospective
business model before the company commitFollowing other educational and profescustomers.
ted to a high-cost ramp-up and widespread
sional pursuits, Filson joined with SpringLean startup methodology is generally atroll-out.
field-based MassMutual in 2015 and began
tributed to entrepreneur Eric Ries, who based
While the dynamics of applying lean
work with the company’s business model
it on his own experiences involving the failed
startup as an “intrapreneur” within a larger
accelerator.
launch of various high-tech ventures that
corporate setting are different than those
“I connected with Jeffrey [Thomas] about
relied on conventional stealth-based product
faced by independent entrepreneurs, Filson
a year ago while working with MassMutual,”
development. Ries popularized this methodolsaid the processes are translatable to his new
said Filson. “When he started to expand
ogy – a combination of business-hypothesisrole with Lever.
Lever, I applied for this position and joined
driven experimentation, iterative product
“I’m here to work with the startups that we
up in June.”
releases, and validated learning – in his 2011
have [at Lever] on their business modeling
best-selling book, The Lean Startup.
as part of our broader effort to develop an
Emphasis on lean startup
Filson noted that, during his two years at
ecosystem to foster more economic pursuits
His arrival at Lever represents a concerted
MassMutual, his team utilized lean startup
in this region,” said Filson. “As part of
effort to bring lean startup methodology to
methodology in the development and testing
that, I am able to leverage my experience
the forefront of its entrepreneurial support
of several strategic business models that colat MassMutual to work with our entrepremission. “Jeffrey was aware of lean startup,
lectively are expected to generate significant
neurs who may benefit from lean startup
but it was not something he was specifically
revenue for the company over time.
methodology.”
applying to his work with entrepreneurs,”
Expanding scope
said Filson. “I’ve been doing this for the past
Formed in 2014, Lever Inc. (www.leverinc.
two years, and it is an approach that is well
org) is an independent 501c3 organization. It
suited to the types of high-growth-potential
rose alongside – and shares basic goals with
startups that Lever is targeting.”
– an initiative known as the North Adams
Initially, Filson’s efforts have been focused
Partnership, a consortium of business, comon working with the stable of entrepreneurs
munity and philanthropic interests that over
that already have established relationships
the past few years has been collaborating on a
with Lever. That included several of the
far-reaching vision for the city that would more
companies that participated in Lever’s Demo
fully tap its existing resources and create new
Days event last summer at MASS MoCA.
energy, enhanced quality of life and economic
“I’ve been working with those companies and
Burglar Alarm & Fire Alarm Systems
dynamism
throughout
the
community.
have helped tweak their process,” he said.
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resources for new business ventures
Despite the growing acceptance of lean
This, he added, is typical of most entrestartup methodology in the broader business
preneurs, who often come up with ideas for
world, Filson noted that this approach has not
new products or services through their own
yet been embraced on a significant level in
experience and expertise in their respective
this region. “Of the established businesses at
industries. This dynamic, however, can lead
Lever, none were using [lean startup] when I
to a singular focus on product development
met them,” he said.
without ample regard
“We want to give everyone to customer developWhile Filson is
convinced that lean in our area who has a high- ment, feedback and
startup methodology
product-market fit.
can guide many en- growth-potential idea access
“For these entrepreto a road map on how to
trepreneurs toward
neurs we worked with,
development of a more
and for entrepreneurs
prove out that idea.”
viable business model,
in general, they operate
he pointed out that it can also be an imporin a very ambiguous environment about how
tant factor in attracting the capital needed
their product will be received by the market,”
to fuel the new ventures.
said Filson. “By providing them with a little
“It is the preferred method that investors are
bit of structure, it helps guide them toward
looking for in terms of startup dynamics,” he
a path to an end.”
said. “They see it more and more as a demonFilson said the feedback from this first
stration of the effective use of money.”
Starting Up Lean workshop (which had a
In addition to working with Lever’s existing
tuition of $300) has been positive and that
entrepreneurs, Filson said the organization’s
the program will likely be offered on at least
emphasis on lean startup will also help draw
a yearly basis, depending on demand.
others into the fold. “We’re looking to attract
In the meantime, area entrepreneurs
startups to the area from outside,” he said. “We
interested in lean startup methodology and
also want to give everyone in our area who
related topics will soon be able to attend
has a high-growth-potential idea access to a
regular meetings of Lean Lab. Debuting on
road map on how to prove out that idea.”
Jan. 9, Lean Lab will be held on the second
One way Lever is doing that is through
Tuesday of each month from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Starting Up Lean, a series of workshops that
Lever offices in downtown North Adams (or
was introduced this fall. From Sept. 27 to Nov.
other designated location).
15, participants from 10 startups at various
Filson described Lean Lab as a meetup
stages of development gathered for weekly
group designed for entrepreneurs who want
two-hour sessions at the new Framework
to grow their businesses using lean startup
co-working space in downtown Pittsfield
methodology. Each session will include a
(October 2017 BT&C). The first half of each
guest speaker, review of an ongoing lean
session was led by Filson, who covered lean
experiment, and a networking session.
startup methodology; the second half featured
“Lean Lab is open to any entrepreneur,
Thomas on investment-related topics.
especially those seeking to grow their
“This is the first one we’ve done in
business,” said Filson. “We also welcome
Berkshire County,” said Filson. He noted
intrapreneurs – business professionals with
that participants came from a wide range of
a desire to accelerate innovation within their
industry sectors and were at different stages
company.”
of development with their ventures. “Most are
For more information about Lean Lab or
experts in their own industries, but they had
related programs at Lever, contact Filson at
no experience with lean startup,” he said.
bfilson@lever.org.u
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BIO, residents lobbying to ﬁll grocery gap in downtown Lee
price Rite, AldI courted for
former price Chopper site

walked to the Price Chopper to do their shopping. This has been very hard for them.”
She noted that for those without cars or
who are unable to drive, the only nearby
alternatives are a convenience store on Main
Street and the food section of the Rite Aid
pharmacy on Park Street.
“I’ve seen several young people buying
their family groceries there,” Tremblay said.
“But that’s not an answer because that isn’t a
full selection, and they don’t sell fresh produce and meats. And prices at convenience
stores are higher than larger food stores.”

By John Townes
A countywide interfaith organization
is working with the community in Lee to
bring groceries back to the site of the former
downtown Price Chopper store.
In early July, the Golub Corporation announced that it would be closing its Price
Chopper store in Lee at the end of that month.
The 17,000-sqaure-foot building at 88 W.
Park St. (at the south end of downtown, just
BIO gets involved
off Main Street) had been a small supermarket
The situation prompted the involvement
since 1960. Price Chopper had operated there
of BIO (Berkshire Interfaith Organizing),
since the early 1970s.
a countywide coalition of faith-based
The company, which also has stores
organizations that
in Great Barrington,
“More people than you’d currently includes 17
Lenox and Pittsfield,
member churches and
said the Lee store’s
realize walked to the
of varying
small size and limPrice Chopper to do their synagogues
religious denominaited market was not
shopping. This has been
tions. BIO’s goal is
financially sustainable.
to promote social and
It also could not be
very hard for them.”
economic justice, comadapted to the combat the root causes poverty and improve the
pany’s strategic plan to convert its existing
quality of life for all Berkshire residents.
Price Choppers into larger, multifaceted
“Lee Congregational Church is a member
Market 32 stores.
of BIO, and they started receiving calls from
The town’s Price Chopper also had conlocal people who were concerned about the
tended with a formidable new competitor
impact of the closing of the Price Chopper,”
following the 2011 opening of a Big Y
said Jeff Lowenstein, a staff community
superstore a few miles away at 10 Pleasant
organizer with BIO. “That led BIO to get
St. in southeast Lee.
involved.”
While Big Y’s presence means the town
Tremblay, who is a member of Lee Conis not lacking for a supermarket, the closing
gregational and BIO, said she became active
of the Price Chopper eliminated walkable
in the effort to address the problem. “This
access to groceries for many residents in
is happening in our neighborhood, and I got
central Lee, including seniors, immigrants
involved to help give people here a voice in
and those living in subsidized housing.
what happens,” she said
“A lot of people have been extremely upset
Lowenstein explained that BIO decided to
by this,” said Madelyn Tremblay, a resident
focus on two basic aspects of the issue.
of the nearby Crossway Village senior living
community. “More people than you’d realize
“The overall goal is to bring in a store
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most likely to be receptive to establishing
that will restore access to an affordable food
a store in a relatively limited space with a
store within a walkable distance for people
small market like Lee.
who live in central Lee,” Lowenstein said.
“We researched what stores looked like
“We’re also looking at improving transporthe best prospects, and then contacted them
tation to the Big Y as a stopgap measure in
to encourage them to make bids for the site,”
the meantime.”
said Lowenstein. “We were looking for stores
The announcement of the store’s closing
that would offer quality
led to a public meeting
in July, where people “They would not commit to food, good prices and
expressed their con- anything right away, but they would be able to have
a store with a smaller
cerns and shared ideas.
were at least receptive.”
footprint,” he said. “We
Held at the Lee Senior
also went to the websites of different stores
Center, the meeting was attended by about 50
to compare prices and selection.”
people, including Lee residents, local officials
Initially they came up with four potential
and the manager of the Big Y store.
prospects, ALDI, Price Rite, Trader Joe’s
“It was a powerful meeting, because people
and Whole Foods.
told their stories, and they were heard by the
ALDI and Price Rite are discount food
officials who were there, and they agreed to
stores that have complete selections, includhelp,” said Tremblay. “The manager of the
ing produce and meat. (Both currently have
Big Y was also very understanding and ofstores in Pittsfield.)
fered to have his staff meet people who take
Trader Joe’s is a natural food store (affilithe bus to his store and need assistance.”
ated with ALDI) that also emphasizes value.
Some stopgap solutions emerged to help
with the transportation aspect. The Lenox
Lowenstein noted that Whole Foods is a
Senior Center agreed to lend a van to take
natural food store chain that has an image
seniors to the Price Chopper in Lenox once
of being expensive. However, that company
a week, and the Lee Senior Center has set
was recently bought by Amazon and has been
up rides to the Big Y.
placing more emphasis on value.
Lowenstein said BIO will also look for
BIO and others involved in the effort then
other solutions to ease the transportation
narrowed it down to ALDI and Price Rite,
problem.
and reached out to officials with those two
companies. “They would not commit to
Recruiting a replacement
anything right away, but they were at least
In the longer term, the effort is focusing
receptive,” said Lowenstein. “They were
on bringing another grocery store operator
open to us making our case.”
to the former Price Chopper site. The Golub
Lowenstein added that BIO has been
Corporation, a Schenectady, N.Y.-based
following up and providing information to
regional chain, still owns the site through
the companies.
its subsidiary Golub Properties.
In November they also began a petition
“There were rumors that [Golub] was
campaign to gather signatures of local
resisting allowing another food store there,
residents as a demonstration of community
and was refusing to sell or lease it for that
support for bringing a new store to Lee. In
purpose,” said Lowenstein. “One of the first
addition to town residents, they are collecting
thing we did was to reach out to them to find
signatures countywide.
out the situation.”
Lowenstein and Tremblay noted that they
He said while the company did not agree
are planning a gathering of organizers on
to actively work to get a food store in there
Dec. 15 to tabulate the results of the petition
as a priority, they were receptive to the idea.
drive, which will then be forwarded to repre“They told us they are willing to consider
sentatives at ALDI and Price Rite. “We’ll be
any offers to buy or lease the property from
getting together to sort and count and rejoice
anyone who has a solid plan,” he said.
that we got that far,” said Tremblay.
BIO and others in the community have
Where things go from there remains to be
been focusing on encouraging another food
seen. Lowenstein said that if they are unable
business to lease or buy the site.
to attract either of the two chains, the next
Lowenstein said they briefly discussed
step will be to see if any local food stores
the possibility of forming a co-op or similar
would be interested in the space. “Although
community-based store, but quickly decided
a chain store seems to be the most realistic
that was not viable. “It takes a long time to
possibility, if that doesn’t work out we’ll
get something like that started, and this is an
explore other options,” he said.
urgent problem,” he said. “So we decided
For updates and more information on the
to concentrate on chains, because they
campaign, or to offer assistance, contact Lowhave the ability to set up a store reasonably
enstein at 413-854-3491 or visit the Facebook
quickly.”
page, Berkshire Interfaith Organizing or
They also factored in what stores were
www.berkshireinterfaithorganizing.org.◆
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Uncertainty lingers as reform legislation enters reconciliation process
By JaMes r. rose, ea, CFP
At the time of this writing, it is the morning
after the U.S. Senate has passed what may
– or may not – be sweeping tax legislation.
As the process of “reconciliation” unfolds
over these next few weeks between this and
earlier legislation passed by the U.S. House of
Representatives, the details and new realities
of tax law will become clearer.
Unfortunately, the timeline for that clarity
may be bumping up against, for most of us,
the annual calendar-year “tax deadline” of
Dec. 31. In an effort to assist in planning for
that looming timeline, what follows are some
general thoughts which may help bring focus
to some of the major ideas being proposed
and processed in Washington, D.C.
With an overall theme of tax “reduction” and “simplification,” what will finally
emerge from Congress will be an effort to,
essentially, trade tax deductions for lower
tax rates. In theory, any given taxpayer may
see higher taxable income; but that higher
taxable income will be taxed at a lower rate
than under current law – hence the overall
effect of “tax-savings.”
Obviously, how that translates in practice
to any given taxpayer will depend on that
taxpayer’s very specific situation. As an
illustration, it may be instructive to review
last year’s personal tax return, focusing on
that section of the tax return currently getting
the most congressional attention – that being the top section of page 2 of Form 1040,
Lines 38-56.
This section identifies the deductions,
exemptions, allowances and credits which
tax-payers use to calculate a final tax liability – which, when compared to federal tax
withholding and estimated taxes paid, results
in a final balance or refund due.
An annual ritual of some taxpayers is
summarized on Line 40. “Standard” deductions are compared to allowable “itemized”
deductions – and, in most circumstances,
taxpayers are allowed to claim the higher of
the two. Both the House and Senate versions
are determined to greatly reduce the need
for the comparison process, by raising the
guaranteed allowable standard deduction to a
level which eliminates the need to itemize.
By almost doubling the standard deduction
for 2018, the 2017 year-end tax-planning
idea of “accelerating” or “doubling-up”
2017 itemized deductions takes on more

significance. Itemized deductions include
its citizens and residents, regardless of where
charitable contributions, as well as state and
that income is earned. While there are some
James R. Rose, EA,
local real estate and income taxes.
exemptions and allowances under certain
CFP, is with Dollars &
Paying 2018 charitable commitments
circumstances, tracking and record-keeping
Sense Tax & Financial
in 2017; paying 2017 fourth quarter state
can be onerous, for the single person working
Planning Services in
estimated income taxes, due in January, by
overseas as well as the largest of U.S. multiPittsfield. He can be
Dec. 31; and “pre-paying” real estate taxes,
national corporations. All other major world
reached at 448-9015.
may all allow better tax
economies use a “teradvantages in 2017 than For business owners and self- ritorial” tax system.
in 2018, when the tax
In a nod to corporate
employed individuals who
their fight against identity theft. For its part,
benefits may be muted
global competitivethe IRS will continue to monitor and hold
– if not eliminated. Care have some control over when ness, both current bills
refunds until taxpayer W-2s and 1099s can
should be taken not to income is received, the early look to adjust the U.S.
be verified. More states are turning toward
overdo this process, consensus is to push income tax system for multinarequesting, if not requiring, more personal
due to alternative minitional U.S. taxpayers
ID verification, including driver’s license
mum tax rules still be- into 2018, when overall tax generating income outlistings; and in an effort to reduce the backlog
ing in play, which may
side
the
U.S.
Included
rates may be lower.
of back taxes owed, federal and state agencies
eliminate some of these
are incentives for “reare contracting with private debt collectors
pre-payment advantages. However, at least a
patriating” deferred taxable profits still held
to contact delinquent taxpayers.
review of these items may offer a “sweet spot”
abroad. Currently, neither bill addresses this
There will be lots of discussion about tax
allocation for 2017 deductions.
issue at the personal tax level, where the
law and administration these next few weeks.
Federal deficit offset rules must be re“worldwide” tax system remains.
By the time of this reading, much may be made
spected (to a certain extent). So, to balance
Apart from all the current legislative activclearer (one would hope). Should that be the
these proposed higher standard deductions,
ity, administrative actions continue to evolve.
case, then before year’s end taxpayers will
personal and dependent exemption allowances
Recent updates have been released by the
still have time to properly assess and prepare.
are being eliminated (Line 42 of last year’s
IRS, in an effort to clarify regulations dealing
As always, seek competent advice, when and
tax return). Under current law, every person
with qualifying dependent claims, in light of
where needed. And, then, enjoy the holidays
reported on a tax return receives an “exempsociety’s evolving definitions of “family.” The
as they were meant to be enjoyed.◆
tion” deduction. In 2016 and 2017, that allowIRS and state departments of revenue continue
ance was/is set at $4,050. Under both current
proposals, this allowance is eliminated.
The proposed new higher standard deduction, then, will essentially “absorb” some
of this lost allowance – meaning that, for
a family of four or more, the new standard
deduction will likely be lower than the current
combined value of the standard deduction
and exemptions. Any tax savings will depend
on proposed lower tax rates – and proposed
higher child tax credits. In the two bills’
current versions, some of these increased
credits are “refundable,” while some are not,
meaning that certain lower-income taxpayers
may see little, if any, tax benefit associated
A relaxing spa treatment, overnight
with these credits.
For business owners and self-employed
getaway, romantic dinner, or
individuals who have some control over when
challenging round of golf!
income is received, the early consensus is
to push income into 2018, when overall tax
rates may be lower. Similarly, accelerating
expenses into 2017 will be more tax-friendly,
thereby lowering taxable income this year
when rates are, presumably, higher.
The United States is the only major country
55 Lee Road, Lenox, MA 01240
– in the world – which taxes the income of
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Center House at BBG
continued from page 1

The reconstruction project has updated
the physical structure, while enhancing and
expanding its uses, according to Beck. “We
totally renovated the older core structure,
took down the existing attached shed and
built a new addition,” he said.
As part of that process, the total square
footage increased by 50 percent (not counting
the basement), and the space was configured
to be more efficient and productive.
The design is intended to blend with the
traditional characteristics of the garden
center. “We wanted it to be relevant to the
historical context of the original building,
with period details and design elements,”
said Beck. “It also takes cues from the traditional New England colonial architecture
that Stockbridge is known for.”
He said they also wanted the Center House
to be unobtrusive. “It’s intended to be residential in scale to fit in with the property and
the character of the surrounding neighborhood,” he said. “When you look at it from
the front, it doesn’t really look larger than
it did before.”

munity for rent for corporate retreats and
other types of meetings,” Beck said.
The Center House also contains a library
that will be available to members of BBG.
“We’ve accumulated a large collection of
books on garden design and related subjects
over the years, and we continue to receive
many gifts of books and collections,” Beck
Multiple functions
said. “The library will enable us to have more
The ground floor contains three art gallerspace, with the capacity for a library with
ies that will be oriented to botanical art and
wall-to-wall books. Having access to that will
the natural world. While the galleries will
be one of the perks of membership.”
display works by artists from elsewhere,
The Center House also will improve the
a primary focus is on artists in this region,
BBG’s internal operations, according to Beck.
according to Beck.
The second floor will contain a large, open of“That was something we had long wantfice space for its horticultural and educational
ed to have,” he said.
staff. This will allow ad“Berkshire County al- “The longer-range plan will ditional working space
ready has many art enhance our capabilities and to augment the admingalleries and museums. the experience for visitors.” istrative office, which is
We’ll focus on art that
located across the street
is true to our mission as a botanical garden.
in the garden’s main building.
There is a lot of great work being done that
Beck said the BBG has a staff of about 15,
is related to that.”
including year-round employees and some
Another key element is a new classroom
seasonal workers. A majority of the staff is
with modern audio-visual elements, and an
engaged in educational and horticultural
adjacent contemporary kitchen. It is capable
activities.
of handling up to 60 people.
“Everyone on the staff welcomes having
“This will give us added capacity and
larger, modern office space,” he said.
flexibility in our educational programs,”
Beck noted that completion of the Center
Beck said. “We offer an increasing number
House is one phase of a larger ongoing project
of classes for adults and children. We also
to upgrade the facilities of the BBG.
are doing a lot of culinary classes, and hav“The longer-range plan will enhance our
ing a new teaching kitchen will improve our
capabilities and the experience for visitors,”
capability for that.”
he said. “This includes elements such as imThe classroom space was also designed
provements to our pathways and visitor flow
for other purposes.
in the gardens, as well as additional parking
“We’ve been very successful at hosting
capacity. The property also includes an area of
art classes,” said Beck. “This is also a great
woodland. People already walk through that,
space for that. It’s designed to provide indirect
but we want to make it more accessible.”
studio light.”
He added that visitor revenue was up
Beck noted that the BBG offers classes
about 25 to 30 percent in 2017, including
throughout the year. “Our indoor educational
increased attendance from a popular exhibit
activities are actually busier in the winter,”
of doll houses.
he said. “So having an enhanced space for
Beck said that the BBG has grown in a
classes and workshops will be very useful,
deliberate way, and it currently has about a
and enable continued expansions in that.”
$1 million annual budget.
In addition to BBG’s own programs, the
“We’re very conservatively managed by
space also has potential for use for other
our board, which has enabled us to grow
activities. “We hope to offer it to the comcarefully with no debts,” he said.u
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The Center House reconstruction project has updated the original structure to enhance and expand its
uses, while the design is intended to blend with the traditional characteristics of the garden center (top
photo). “We wanted it to be relevant to the historical context of the original building, with period details
and design elements,” said BBG Executive Director Michael Beck. Among the new functional features
are a classroom with a 60-person capacity and adjacent contemporary kitchen (above) that can be used
for a wide range of programs and events. (Photos courtesy of the Berkshire Botanical Garden)
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IMPACT 2030:
By Gary Levante
Businesses around the world are coming together and mobilizing their human
capital to combat the most critical issues
of our time.
Through IMPACT2030, a private-sectorled initiative in collaboration with the United
Nations, businesses are activating human
capital investments through employee volunteer programs to advance what are referred to
as Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Established by the United Nations in 2015
and signed by 193 world leaders, these 17
SDGs provide a strategic framework to address the world’s most critical issues including poverty, hunger, quality education and
climate change.
While this initiative may be global in
scope, it provides a universal backdrop for
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Tapping employees’ skills
to improve our community

collective impact which businesses in all
nate poverty. With a long-standing tradition
regions are uniquely equipped to support.
of volunteerism and a culture built around
Berkshire Bank’s commitment to volcommunity engagement, we’re proud to rally
unteerism and our understanding of local
the skills and expertise of our employees nacommunities is why
tionally to address the
Local businesses possess
we decided to join IMissues of hunger, povPACT2030 as a collaberty, education, climate
incredible potential to
orating partner. What
and economic
solve the issues of our time change
does Berkshire Bank
prosperity.
know about solving when they collaborate with
While joining IMthe world’s challenges
PACT2030
is an opporIMPACT2030.
with human capital?
tunity for us to improve
More than you might think, as all global
the quality of life for our communities,
goals require local action.
it’s also a chance to heighten awareness
Right here in New England, amazing
of the value of corporate volunteerism for
things are happening every day with our
businesses of all sizes. The private sector
employee volunteers. They donate 40,000
understands that corporate volunteer prohours of service annually, lead economic
grams drive value. According to America’s
development initiatives, and work to elimiCharities Snapshot 2015 report, 92 percent

how great people get to work

Find out how we matched great people with great work — and
can do the same for you — at UnitedPersonnel.com/GreatWork
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413.499.5050
Springfield

Nor thampton

Pittsfield

New Haven

Chelmsford

Gary Levante, assistant
vice president of community engagement at
Berkshire Bank, is the
regional voice lead for
IMPACT2030.
of large companies offer some type of formal
corporate volunteer opportunities, while a
similar Cone Communications study found
71 percent of employees want their company
to provide them with opportunities to help
make a positive impact in the community.
It’s clear that employees are interested
in volunteer programs that provide opportunities to connect with their community.
Effective volunteer programs support business development, employee engagement,
retention, skills development and talent
development objectives. Employees seek opportunities to contribute to the greater good,
and IMPACT2030 provides businesses with
a vehicle for that to happen.
At Berkshire Bank, we believe global
initiatives like IMPACT2030 matter to the
region. We are all part of the same globally connected world. The issues that affect
individuals in Paris and Beijing are not that
different from what we face here at home. By
coming together, collaborating and working
towards the same goals, we have the chance
to learn best practices from one another and
adapt those frameworks to our local operating environment.
We also know that dollars alone are not
going to solve the problems; it’s going to take
people and their expertise to substantially
address those challenges. Local businesses
possess incredible potential to solve the issues of our time when they collaborate with
IMPACT2030.
Perhaps you’re thinking, “Why should I
care?” Or, “What does this mean for my business?” Or, “How is this going to benefit our
region?” In response, let me offer five compelling reasons why this initiative should matter
to you, your business and our region:
• Access to expertise and resources –
IMPACT2030 is going to provide access to
expertise from some of the most recognizable global brands and potential financial
resources for collaborative action projects.
• Business growth – Ultimately, we’ll
improve the financial health of our consumers
leading to a more affluent customer base.
• Access to new markets – If your business
gets involved, your employees will expand
their network and provide you access to new
market segments.
• Competition for consumers and talent –
Consumers look to do business with socially
responsible companies, and America’s Charities found that number-one benefit employees
valued most (outside of pay and opportunity)
was paid time off to volunteer.
• Opportunities for collaboration –
Change takes all of us, and IMPACT2030
is going to provide unique opportunities for
businesses of all sizes to work together. We
can accomplish great things with that amount
of untapped human capital.
IMPACT2030 provides the blueprint for
local action. This is not a one-size-fits-all
approach, but recognizes the unique opportunity for businesses of all sizes to act
as one, supporting aspirational global goals
at a local level.
There is a compelling case for moving forward as a business community in our region,
and here is what you can do to help:
• encourage employees to volunteer with
a local non-profit,
• launch a corporate volunteer program,
• learn more about IMPACT2030 at www.
impact2030.com, and
• become a formal partner in IMPACT2030.
I could not be more excited that initiatives
like IMPACT2030 exist. There is tremendous
potential for good that can be achieved locally and globally by businesses taking action
together with their employee volunteers.u

email your firm’s news
and announcements to:
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people on the move

Berkshire Health Systems announces the appointment of Sarah Turner, DO, to the medical
staff of Berkshire Medical
Center and the physician
staff of Williamstown
Medical of BMC, where
she is accepting new patients in need of a primary
care physician in northern
Turner
Berkshire County and
southern Vermont. Turner received her medical
degree from Lake Erie College of Osteopathic
Medicine in Greensburg, Penn., and completed
her residency in Internal Medicine at Berkshire
Medical Center. She joins Drs. Steven Cherry,
Karen Dobe-Costa, Kristin Lamontagne, Marian
Madden, Douglas O’Neill and Richard Wiseman,
Nurse Practitioners Carrie Murphy and Jennifer
Mygatt, and Physician Assistants Lamia Sekkal,
Jacob Shelsy, Katie Thurber and LaTasha Turner in
providing care at Williamstown Medical of BMC,
which has offices on Adams Road in Williamstown
and at the North Adams Campus of BMC.
Carolyn Valli, executive director of Central
Berkshire Habitat for Humanity, is among the 2017
inductees to the Trustco Bank Hall of Fame. The
Hall of Fame was created to honor individuals who
demonstrate strong community involvement and
who work hard to make a positive change in their
communities. Valli was cited for her dedication
to the organization and its mission, and for her
passion for making the community a better place
for all. Valli and other inductees, chosen from
nominations received from the public, were each
awarded with a plaque and a $1,000 donation to
their organization.
Dara Kaufman, executive director of the
Jewish Federation of the Berkshires, has been
selected by Gov. Charlie Baker to serve on the
state’s new Task Force on Hate Crimes. The purpose of the task force is to advise the governor
on issues relating to the prevalence, deterrence
and prevention of hate crimes in Massachusetts,
and the support of victims of hate crimes. Of the
17 appointees, Kaufman is the only task force
member from Berkshire County.
The Lenox Chamber of Commerce has announced that Kameron Spaulding had resigned
as executive director to focus on his new endeavor
as a public relations and marketing consultant.
Spaulding served as director for two years, during
which the chamber saw a growth in membership
and launched several new initiatives. A search
for a new executive director will commence in
the new year.

Lorelei (Lori) Gazzillo and Mary Katherine
Eade have joined the board of trustees at Berkshire
Community College. Gazzillo is the executive
director of the Berkshire Bank Foundation. She
has also served as the vice president of marketing
for Legacy Banks and as the director of public
relations at Massachusetts College of Liberal
Arts. Eade, now retired, previously worked as the
sole practitioner in her own law office as a court
appointed criminal defense attorney representing clients accused of crimes in district courts in
Berkshire County and was an adjunct faculty at
MCLA. Prior to that, she was an assistant state
attorney general until 2011.
Donna Elmendorf, PhD, Claudia Gold,
MD, and Kate Jewson, BS, staff members at
Austen Riggs Center in Stockbridge, are the 2017
recipients of the Anna Freud Educational Achievement Award from the American Psychoanalytic
Association’s (APsaA) Schools Committee. This
annual award is presented to a person, school, or
educational institution that furthers psychoanalytically informed work with pre-K-12 educators,
schools, and their students. Elmendorf , Gold
and Jewson are being recognized for their work
in the Human Development Strategic Initiative,
which was launched in 2016 by the Austen Riggs
Center with the goal of bringing a deep, psychoanalytic understanding of human development
to address social problems in Berkshire County.
The program’s first project, Discovering Your
Baby, focuses on deepening the understanding
and practice of infant mental health.
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Dawn Brooks, MD, PhD, a specialist in medical
oncology, has joined the Southwestern Vermont
Regional Cancer Center, a department of Southwestern Vermont Medical Center. Brooks, who is
dual certified in internal medicine and medical oncology, previously worked as a medical oncologist
with Berkshire Health Systems in Pittsfield.
The Berkshire International Film Festival (BIFF)
has announced Pat Fili-Krushel as its new board
chairman. Fili-Krushel, who joined the board in
2014, was voted to chair the board last spring, taking
over the role from Dr. Ronald Frohne, a founding
BIFF board member who now serves as vice chair.
BIFF also announced the addition of Marcia Feuer
and Bob Harper to the board, and the hiring of
Laura Palmer as executive director. Palmer will
work closely with Kelley Vickery, who founded
the festival in 2006, and will continue to serve
as its artistic director. Lauren Ferin remains the
festival’s executive assistant. BIFF has also added
four new members to its advisory board: Elizabeth
Aspenlieder, Maureen Jerome, Nicholas Ma and
Sarah Patrick.

The Rotary Club of Pittsfield has presented
seven local students with “Service Above Self”
awards that exemplify student volunteer efforts and
selfless contributions to the service of others. This
year’s awardees, all seniors, are: Anthony Arace,
Cooper Baity, Keiahna Cargill and Daniel Zielinski from Taconic High School; and Gabrielle
DiMassino, Danielle LeBlanc and Marilyn
Maison from Pittsfield High School. The awards,
presented at a Nov. 16 Rotary luncheon, each
included a $100 donation by Rotary in the award
winner’s name to a charity of their choice.

One of many historical
properties we protect
every day.

Downtown Pittsfield
Inc. has named Cheryl
Mirer as executive director, taking over the
role vacated by Kristine
Hurley in June. In her
new position, Mirer will
be the driving force behind the implementation
of the 2016-2020 Downtown Pittsfield Strategic
Mirer
Plan and will work with
Downtown Pittsfield Inc.’s board of directors on
strategic areas including public safety, increasing foot traffic, promoting Pittsfield, and quality
of life. She worked previously in institutional
advancement at Bard College at Simon’s Rock
in Great Barrington, and as director of an artistsin-residence program in South Carolina. Most
recently, she worked as executive director of
a small, community library before accepting a
position in corporate and foundation relations at
Clarkson University in Potsdam, N.Y.u
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Beacon Cinema
looks to sharpen
competitive edge
Reclining seats, reduced
prices part of strategy to
attract more moviegoers
By John Townes
After completely renovating its six auditoriums with new recliner seats, fresh carpeting
and other features, the Beacon Cinema is now
revamping its pricing and ticketing policies,
as part of its effort to bolster its competitive
position and attract audiences to the downtown Pittsfield multiplex theater.
On Dec. 15, the Beacon will launch a new
reduced pricing structure for tickets.
In addition, moviegoers will have the option of selecting what seats they want when
they purchase tickets. They can also make
their purchases in advance online, as well as
at the theater itself.
“We want to create a theater space that is
accessible, welcoming and affordable,” said
Lydia Shulman, manager of the Beacon, at
57 North St.
The change will coincide with a national
cinematic event that is expected to draw
crowds that will make these added conveniences especially welcome – the opening
of Star Wars: The Last Jedi.
The new seating and other changes are
part of a business plan to increase attendance at the Beacon, a six-screen multiplex
that opened in 2009 following a multi-year
redevelopment project.
In addition to bolstering the Beacon
Cinema as a business, the changes are also
a facet in local community and economic
revitalization efforts in Pittsfield.
“One of the goals for the Beacon Cinema
has always been to contribute to revitalization
in Pittsfield,” said Shulman. “We believe by
offering a great destination for family entertainment at a lower cost, this will bring more
people downtown.”
In the 1990s the city included a downtown
movie theater as a goal in its revitalization strategies. The idea stayed in limbo
for several years, until developer Richard
Stanley of Great Barrington purchased the
commercial block, originally known as the
Kinnell-Kresge Building, which extends
from McKay Street to North Street.
In a public-private partnership, Stanley
(who also owns The Triplex Cinema in
Great Barrington) undertook an extensive
restoration and expansion of the building as
a mixed-use development, and established
the Beacon Cinema as an anchor. The over-

The Garden Grill and Bar
at the new Hilton Garden Inn
is now open, serving dinner
nightly from 5 to 10 pm.
Our chefs serve up delicious
American cuisine with a
Garden ﬂair.

Beacon Cinema manager Lydia Shulman demonstrates the new premium reclining seats at the downtown Pittsfield theater. Although installation of the seating
cut the Beacon’s capacity by more than half, moviegoers will actually see ticket prices drop, beginning with the Dec. 15 opening of the latest Star Wars film.
all project was funded with a combination
For 3D films, prices are $11.75 adults, and
of private investment, tax credits and other
$9 for children and seniors.
public incentives.
This is a reduction from the previous
The Beacon Cinema opened in November
prices, which have been $8 for matinees,
2009 to much local fanfare, with a gala grand
$10 for evening shows for adults, and $7.50
opening ceremony attended by local officials
for children and seniors, with a $3 surcharge
and other residents.
for 3D films.
However, like other movie theaters, the
(By comparison, at the Regal Berkshire
Beacon has had to conMall 10 multiplex in
tend with a highly com“One of the goals for the Lanesboro, the basic
petitive entertainment Beacon Cinema has always price for an adult eveenvironment, including
ning ticket for a 2D
been to contribute to revi- movie is $12.15, and
the increased popularity
of DVDs, online stream- talization in Pittsfield,” said $10.15 for child or
ing of movies, and everShulman. “We believe by senior.)
larger TV screens and
The new pricing
other advanced home- offering a great destination grew out of the renovatheater technology.
for family entertainment at tion of the auditoriums,
That has caused movaccording to Robert
ie theaters to adapt new a lower cost, this will bring Flower of Prospect
more people downtown.” Marketing of Stockstrategies, such as offering more comfortable
bridge, who is working
seating, and the addition of other amenities
with the Beacon on the changes.
to enhance the experience and convenience
“We listened to the public,” said Flower.
of going out to the movies.
He explained that as a compensation to
The Beacon’s new pricing has different
audiences for the inconveniences caused
levels, depending on the time, type of film
by the reconstruction work this summer, the
and attendee’s age.
Beacon offered special scratch-ticket proAs of Dec. 15, tickets for matinees are
motions, which included free or discounted
$6. For 2D evening films, tickets are $8.75
movie tickets as prizes. He said about 8,000
for adults, and $6 for children and seniors.
scratch tickets were distributed.

NEW HOTEL
NOW OPEN!

“We were shocked by the high level of
response,” he said. “It was clear that there was
a strong demand for the discounted tickets.
We decided if that’s what people want, then
we’ll lower our prices overall.”
Flower added that one goal is to provide
an affordable entertainment alternative for
families.
“Taking the kids out can get expensive
when you add up the tickets for many attractions,” he said. “We want to be the local,
family-friendly, value-priced cinema in the
Berkshires.”
As part of the investment, the Beacon spent
$550,000 on the new seats, which are plush
leather recliners with electric adjustments
(July 2017 BT&C).
The theater’s strategy also includes putting more people in fewer overall seats. To
allow for the larger size of the recliners, the
total number of seats was reduced from 850
to about 300, with between 51 and 70 seats
per auditorium.
Flower and Shulman said the investment
and reduction in capacity will be worth it if
the enhanced quality and lower prices succeed in attracting more moviegoers.
“It’s a different experience, and the auditoriums feel more like screening rooms
now,” said Flower.
Shulman noted that she grew up in the
Boston area, which is known for quality
theaters.
“I was able to go to movies in some great
theaters there,” she said. “Now, with these
changes, the Beacon is on a par with the best
city theaters in Boston.”u
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Embrace your
competition!
By Deb Watson
Too many business owners shy away
from their competition, make inaccurate
assumptions about who and what they are,
and blame them for whatever isn’t going well
about their own business. Yet, by researching
and understanding them, your competition
might actually be able to help you improve
your business.
If any of you think you don’t have any
competition, think again. We all have competition. They may not be “apples to apples” the
same as you, but your prospective customers
are spending their money somewhere. You
must understand what they are doing to meet
the needs you want to satisfy.

Complete a competitive analysis

Start with a standard chart, with five columns wide (I recommend using MS Excel).
Select the three companies or individuals that
you believe to be your strongest competition.
Label these columns: Categories, Your Company, Comp. # 1, Comp. #2, Comp. #3.
The categories listed down in the first
column will be the areas of information you
must gather about your competition, and list
about your own company. Each row will list a
category, including: Corporate Identity and/
or Logo (visual way they present their company); Marketing Tag Line (if applicable);
Style or Image (“very professional,” “homemade with clip art,” etc.); Years in Business;
Specific Target Market(s); Website (do they
have a professional, marketing-oriented
website, with the ability to purchase online,
if applicable?); Products/Services Offered
(compare “apples to apples” as much as
possible); Pricing; Buying Ease (how many
ways can you buy from them – online, by
phone, only in the store?); Payment Terms
(credit cards, checks, debit cards, COD,
purchase orders?).
How do you get all this information? That
can be tricky. First, start with their website

Deb Watson, owner of
Business Marketplace
(deb@businessmarketplace.com), provides
website, marketing
and graphic design
services.
and see how much you can learn about them
there. Then, see if you can find people who
have done business with the companies
you’re researching to get their impressions.
Besides preserving your anonymity, they
bring objectivity to the process, which is
very important.
Once you have filled in all the blanks on
your form, go through and color-code it.
Looking at each row, compare your company
to the information you’ve gathered about your
competition. If you excel, color the box blue;
if someone else excels, color them blue. If
you have an area where you’re really lacking,
color yourself red. With each row there should
be one blue box and one red box.
Now take some time to really absorb the
information you’ve gathered. This chart can
provide you with valuable information about
your business.

Competitive advantages

The boxes you’ve colored blue in your
column are the areas in which you believe
you are better than your competition – your
competitive advantages. These are the areas
you should be including in your marketing
strategy.
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Strategic alliances

Lastly, look at the areas in which you
differ from your competition. You may find
that these folks could, in fact, become strategic alliances. This means that you could
refer customers to each other that don’t fit
your niche. If you do the same thing but
for a different target market, are you really
competition?
So many business owners are really afraid
of their competition, resenting when someone else succeeds. Try a different approach.
Let your competition teach you about your
own business, providing you with a sense
of perspective. Don’t fear your competition,
embrace them!u
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The red boxes in your column show the
areas you need to evaluate making adjustments to. For example, if you don’t accept
credit cards, how much business are you
sending to your competition? This is your
opportunity to make improvements to your
over-all operation.

Niche development

Now look at the boxes that are not colored.
This indicates that you’re on a par with the
competition in these areas. Looking at some
of the other information in conjunction with

2018 PUBLICATION SCHEDULE
only newspaper in Berkshire County
dedicated to business and economic
news about our region – with coverage
stretching across all sectors of the
Berkshire economy.

these “neutral” boxes may help to identify a
niche that you can develop. It costs much more
to do business by competing “head to head”
than it does as the only one in that niche.

Areas of improvement or change
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NONPROFIT FOR NONPROFITS: That’s what Liana Toscanini dreamt up while shopping in the

produce department at the grocery store a few years ago. “People kept approaching me
with pleas for help with grant writing, marketing, and general public relations,” she recalls.
Longing to pick out her apples without any interruptions, Liana started the Nonprofit Center of
the Berkshires (NPC) in 2016.
A clearinghouse for information, Liana describes the NPC as a “chamber of commerce for
nonprofits.” Their mission is to facilitate growth for charitable organizations through shared
resources, affordable products and services, and creative collaboration. Liana seeks to connect
organizations across the county that are working on similar issues but may not know of each
other. This past summer, they launched a magazine called Connections to highlight the voices in
the nonprofit sector.
Liana has been one of those voices for
a long time. Prior to starting the Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires, Liana
was the Marketing and Development
Director at Community Access to the
Arts and a longtime volunteer in her
own community of New Marlborough,
where she developed the skills and relationships that earned her the reputation
as the grocery store consultant.
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That reputation holds true throughout the county. When she isn’t in her
Great Barrington office, Liana is called
to travel all over the Berkshires to offer
NPC services to organizations across the
county.

In between meetings she’s restocking coffee shops, libraries, and stores with copies of their Giving
Back Guide. With so many organizations in need of support, people don’t always know where
or how to contribute. The guide lists the ~1,000 nonprofits in the Berkshires and ways in which
to get involved. Over the years Liana’s developed a theory – that people are so generous because
they are grateful to be here. “This is such a beautiful place and not everyone can live here,” she
says, “Those that do are eager to give back.”
When it comes to lending support, Liana encourages people to think outside the box, particularly
during the holiday season. Consider “giving an elderly person a ride, purchasing products from
local charities, attending a holiday concert, or donating clothing”. But if you’re short on time,
consider a donation in BerkShares. Liana says “there’s no reason not to” accept our local currency. It’s a way for nonprofits to stand in solidarity with other nonprofits working to solve our
county’s problems. As Liana points out, many organizations in the region already purchase goods
and services from local companies. From offices supplies and printing to accounting and graphic
design, there are many ways for nonprofits to recirculate the currency.
As a matchmaker for the nonprofit sector, Liana sees opportunities for collaboration around
shared services for businesses and nonprofits. By developing resources that can be utilized by
both, we can reduce our needs on outside services and look internally for the solutions. At the
end of the day, she believes that “it’s all about connections.”

more stories like this one at www.berkshares.org
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REAL
The following real Estate
transactions are provided by
Banker & Tradesman Real
Estate Data Publishing. Only
properties valued at $75,000
or higher are included.

estate
Becket

Adams

62 Algerie Rd.
Buyer: Cynthia Trenholm +
Seller: Arthur Naval +
Price: $503,250
Mortgage: $250,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 10/10/17

7 Anthony St.
Buyer: Jeffrey Hine +
Seller: Mark Bushika
Price: $90,000
Mortgage: $72,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/10/17

1124 Bancroft Rd.
Buyer: Paul Handlowich Sr
Seller: Max Bregan
Price: $138,000
Mortgage: $135,500
Lender: Supreme Lending
Date: 10/30/17

10 Bieniek Ave.
Buyer: Jeffrey Vincent +
Seller: Darryl Lipinski +
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $117,826
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/6/17

301 Beech Tree Ln.
Buyer: Jane Schimmel
Seller: Bonnie Tucker-Letoile
Price: $525,000
Mortgage: $1
Lender: Bonnie Letoile
Date: 10/20/17

242 Columbia St.
Buyer: Faith Kruszyna
Seller: Janice Blair
Price: $101,000
Mortgage: $97,970
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 10/18/17

133 Brooker Hill Rd.
Buyer: Emily Curran +
Seller: Mary Wattie RET +
Price: $108,000
Date: 10/18/17

14 Columbia Ter.
Buyer: Mark Demastrie
Seller: Leda Giroux +
Price: $134,000
Mortgage: $136,881
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 10/23/17
11 Kerr Ave.
Buyer: Gina Gigliotti +
Seller: Louay Safa
Price: $131,840
Mortgage: $127,884
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/6/17
23 Morningside Ave.
Buyer: Julie Couture
Seller: Natasha Andenmatten
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $150,220
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/19/17
40 Richmond Ln.
Buyer: Stacey Healey
Seller: Valerie Piantoni RET +
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $127,645
Lender: Guaranteed Rate
Date: 10/31/17
3 Town View Ln.
Buyer: Jacob Bonneville +
Seller: Adam Wright
Price: $166,500
Mortgage: $168,181
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/5/17
6 Wilfred Ave.
Buyer: Mark Bialas
Seller: Gilead Street RT +
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $107,880
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/31/17

Alford
50 East Rd.
Buyer: Ross Cameron +
Seller: Roberta Berry T
1992 +
Price: $3,000,000
Mortgage: $2,000,000
Lender: Peoples United
Date: 10/16/17
147 East Rd.
Buyer: Michael Goldberg +
Seller: Thomas Doyle Sr
Price: $1,550,000
Date: 10/27/17
191 Green River Rd.
Buyer: Michael Farmer +
Seller: Wells Fargo Bank NA
Price: $270,000
Date: 10/16/17
249 Green River Rd.
Buyer: Victoria GiffordKennedy
Seller: Sanders FT +
Price: $634,542
Date: 10/23/17

Berkshire Trade & Commerce

Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/30/17

Clarksburg
16 Belmar Dr.
Buyer: Ronald Boucher +
Seller: Sheila Silsby
Price: $255,000
Mortgage: $250,381
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/4/17
44 Henderson Rd.
Buyer: Michael Tifft
Seller: Theresa Dennette
Price: $121,800
Mortgage: $124,418
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 10/24/17
41 Horrigan Rd.
Buyer: Stephen Maselli +
Seller: Beverly Clarke
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $132,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/3/17

85 Carter Rd.
Buyer: 85 Carter Road NT +
Seller: Dwight Mcclure
Price: $112,000
Date: 10/3/17

54 Musterfield Hts.
Buyer: Richard Bullett +
Seller: Roberts Doris Est +
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $170,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/2/17

870 George Carter Rd.
Buyer: George Fellman +
Seller: Joan Hamilton-Bayer
Price: $289,500
Mortgage: $231,600
Lender: Baycoast Mtg
Date: 10/26/17

376 River Rd.
Buyer: Michelle Mccluskey
Seller: Stephen Bisceglie +
Price: $122,500
Mortgage: $118,825
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/30/17

156 King Arthur Dr.
Buyer: Harold Carlquist +
Seller: Fishell Robert Est +
Price: $144,975
Mortgage: $109,000
Lender: Newtown SB
Date: 10/27/17
329 Little John Dr.
Buyer: Sarah Lapointe
Seller: 329 Little John Dr T +
Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $141,414
Lender: Wells Fargo
Date: 10/11/17
986 Main St.
Buyer: Eric Twining +
Seller: Charles Alliss
Price: $105,000
Date: 10/6/17
355 Mallard Dr.
Buyer: Lyudmila BagryGaskill
Seller: Neal Kalechofsky +
Price: $230,400
Date: 10/27/17
841 Moberg Rd.
Buyer: Donna Schmidt
Seller: Marcia Schreir
Price: $205,000
Date: 10/19/17

Cheshire
115 Curran Rd.
Buyer: Arthur Kaufman +
Seller: Jeffrey Hine +
Price: $322,500
Mortgage: $258,000
Lender: Merrimack Mtg
Date: 10/16/17
130 Jenks Rd.
Buyer: Richard Sanchez
Seller: Richard Petricca
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $218,250
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/16/17
90 North St.
Buyer: Peter N&A T
Tietgens RET +
Seller: Eileen Nuttall RET +
Price: $120,000
Date: 10/23/17
42 Wilshire Dr.
Buyer: James Finn +
Seller: Mary Arasimowicz
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $130,000

Dalton
110 Carson Ave.
Buyer: Gordon Carr
Seller: William Mcmahon +
Price: $212,000
Mortgage: $169,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/13/17
18 Edgemere Rd.
Buyer: Dylan Brewer
Seller: Patricia Brent +
Price: $129,000
Mortgage: $122,550
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/20/17
37 Edgemere Rd.
Buyer: Glenn Davis
Seller: Beverly Davis LT +
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $131,313
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/25/17
51 Ensign St.
Buyer: Tami Larimore
Seller: Theresa
Houldsworth +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $144,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/6/17
39 Falls Brook Ter.
Buyer: Thehydra LLC
Seller: Wahconah Brook LLC
Price: $312,500
Date: 10/5/17
65 Judith Dr.
Buyer: Thomas Balardini +
Seller: Jones Raymond
Jr Est +
Price: $185,000
Date: 10/13/17
90 Kimberly Dr.
Buyer: Robert Kinzer 3rd
Seller: Marie Paradise
Price: $302,000
Mortgage: $286,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17
218 Orchard Rd.
Buyer: Patrick Mcgrath
Seller: Lori Herrick +
Price: $147,000
Mortgage: $117,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/13/17
101 Patricia Ave.

Buyer: Ryan Bourassa +
Seller: Billie Henderson
Price: $325,000
Mortgage: $260,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/16/17
47 Tower Rd.
Buyer: David Lekov +
Seller: Brian Amaral
Price: $153,400
Mortgage: $136,100
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/11/17
199 Yvonne Dr.
Buyer: Joseph Rodgers +
Seller: James Cotter +
Price: $385,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/25/17
70 Lake St. U:D
Buyer: Ronald Marcella Jr +
Seller: RRAM Inc
Price: $80,000
Date: 10/25/17
146 North St. U:A
Buyer: Meribah Haughey
Seller: Ronald Kupiec
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $88,400
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/31/17
150 North St. U:G
Buyer: Denise Michaud +
Seller: Timothy Ruel +
Price: $120,900
Date: 10/10/17

Egremont
3 General Knox Ln.
Buyer: Sebastiano Anselmi +
Seller: Wheeler Roland Est +
Price: $82,000
Date: 10/2/17
188 Hillsdale Rd.
Buyer: William Boyer +
Seller: Jerry Pixley
Price: $405,000
Mortgage: $240,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: Jerry Pixley

Great
Barrington

7 Brainard Ave.
Buyer: Carter Forringer
Seller: Joel Haynes +
Price: $560,000
Date: 10/5/17

203 East St.
Buyer: Daniel Helming +
Seller: Philip Watson 2008
RET +
Price: $335,000
Date: 10/20/17
143 Hurlburt Rd.
Buyer: Sima Mansouri
Seller: Sherwood Sumner
Price: $350,000
Mortgage: $484,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/23/17
145 Hurlburt Rd.
Buyer: AE BarrettHenderson +
Seller: Sherwood Sumner
Price: $702,967
Mortgage: $1
Lender: Sherwood Sumner
Date: 10/23/17
10 Lake Buel Rd.
Buyer: Yong Yuk +
Seller: Teresa Keefner
Price: $295,000
Mortgage: $236,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 10/12/17

Seller: Philip Watson 2008
RET +
Price: $182,000
Date: 10/13/17
394 N Plain Rd.
Buyer: Marianne Keane
Seller: Lois Roth +
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $108,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/6/17
409 N Plain Rd.
Buyer: Elizabeth Rose
Picoli T +
Seller: Suzanne Bump
Price: $390,000
Date: 10/20/17
Nolan Dr.
Buyer: Massini Bus Co Inc
Seller: Nolan RT +
Price: $210,000
Date: 10/23/17
12 Pothul Dr.
Buyer: Kathleen Triem
Seller: Amy Callahan
Price: $155,000
Date: 10/10/17

545 Chapel St.
Buyer: Nathan Buratto
Seller: Kyle Zolner +
Price: $248,000
Mortgage: $198,400
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/6/17
45 Church St.
Buyer: Richard Gore 3rd +
Seller: George Karl +
Price: $417,500
Mortgage: $396,625
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/19/17
410 Greylock St.
Buyer: Anthony Blair
Seller: Patricia Brown +
Price: $200,000
Date: 10/27/17

506 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: Briarbear LLC
Seller: Proctor & Proctor LLC
Price: $825,000
Mortgage: $1,105,846
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/3/17

600 Greylock St.
Buyer: Eliza Grassy +
Seller: Robert Bergner +
Price: $532,500
Mortgage: $426,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 10/11/17

Benton Ave. U:7
Buyer: Sarah Trudgeon +
Seller: Michael Roth RET
2014 +
Price: $360,000
Mortgage: $252,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/31/17

175 High St.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Larry Mechek Jr +
Price: $75,000
Date: 10/3/17

Burning Tree Rd. U:23A
Buyer: Charles Cutler +
Seller: Cottages at
Barrington +
Price: $594,000
Date: 10/20/17
Burning Tree Rd. U:27
Buyer: David Gibson +
Seller: Cottages at
Barrington +
Price: $519,380
Date: 10/20/17
360 Park St. N U:5
Buyer: Weiss FT +
Seller: Mary Ryce
Price: $150,000
Date: 10/20/17
Stanley Dr. U:7
Buyer: Shelley Babicka
Seller: Dietrich
Meyerhofer +
Price: $250,000
Date: 10/25/17
420 Stockbridge Rd. U:9
Buyer: Rhett Mundy
Seller: Seth Lipsky +
Price: $305,000
Date: 10/19/17

Hancock
40 Birch Grove Rd.
Buyer: Frederick Madison +
Seller: Adams James Est +
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $156,750
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/19/17

Hinsdale

113 N Plain Rd.
Buyer: Jacob Scott +

61 Goodrich St.
Buyer: Alexandra Renton +
Seller: US Bank NA Tr
Price: $79,900
Mortgage: $100,071
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/6/17
265 Smith Rd.
Buyer: James Ziemba +
Seller: Tracy Dupuis
Price: $292,875
Mortgage: $262,875
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/24/17

Lanesboro
5 Park Dr.
Buyer: Greylock FCU
Seller: Amy Sullivan
Price: $332,752
Date: 10/13/17
S Main St.
Buyer: Cafua RT C 27 LLC
Seller: Santos RT +
Price: $1,000,000
Date: 10/2/17

(800) 367-7243 BerkshireCommunicators.com

1 Chanterwood Rd.
Buyer: Chanterwood NT +
Seller: John Fitzpatrick +
Price: $3,200,000
Date: 10/10/17

2 State Rd.
Buyer: Bradford Wagstaff
Seller: 2 State Road LLC +
Price: $76,000
Date: 10/31/17

305 Buttermilk Rd.
Buyer: Justin Spagnuolo +
Seller: Bruce Jenkins +
Price: $320,000
Mortgage: $310,400
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/3/17

Let our virtual receptionists handle your
customers’ calls whenever you can’t.

Lee

560 Greylock St.
Buyer: Joshua Cohen
Seller: Gordon Carr
Price: $385,000
Mortgage: $345,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/13/17

1069 Main St.
Buyer: Nicole Colantoni
Seller: Joseph Colantoni +
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 10/31/17

Business is done
between two people.
Not two voicemail
systems.
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28 Westview Rd.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase
Bank
Seller: Janis Anderson +
Price: $103,320
Date: 10/19/17

151 Main St.
Buyer: Lisa Loring
Seller: James Loring +
Price: $300,000
Date: 10/17/17
60 Parkview Ter.
Buyer: Paul Bruzzi +
Seller: Justin Osak
Price: $226,000
Mortgage: $219,220
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/5/17
65 Paul Dr.
Buyer: Thomas Mcdarby
Jr +
Seller: Richard Gore 3rd +
Price: $260,000
Mortgage: $233,740
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/19/17
90 Saint James Ave.
Buyer: Kristine Boomsma
Seller: Herney Rivera-Lara +
Price: $173,000
Mortgage: $182,195
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/2/17
67 W Center St.
Buyer: Mill Renaissance
LLC
Seller: Mabel Bailly +
Price: $180,000
Date: 10/20/17
187 Washington Mountain
Buyer: Victoria Roy
Seller: Thomas Roy +
Price: $175,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/31/17

Lenox
4 Cherry St.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase
Bank
Seller: Christopher Fosty +
Price: $133,660
Date: 10/19/17
26 Church St.
Buyer: 26 Church Street
LLC
Seller: Oliver Beckmann
Price: $470,000
Mortgage: $376,000
Lender: Polish Natl CU
Date: 10/31/17
East St.
Buyer: Matthew
Maturevich
Seller: Almic NT +
Price: $225,000
Date: 10/10/17
14 Old Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: Fourteen Sweet LLC
Seller: Kirby Thomas Est +
Price: $415,000
Date: 10/31/17
26 Sunset Ave.
Buyer: James Destefano +
Seller: Bridget Connolly
RET +
Price: $440,000
Date: 10/12/17
390 Under Mountain Rd.
Buyer: Berkshire Natural
Resources
Seller: Sprague FT 1974 +
Price: $180,000
Date: 10/24/17
22 Walker St.
Buyer: Art First Lenox LLC
Seller: Rhett Mundy

Price: $525,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Rhett Mundy
Date: 10/16/17
480 Walker St.
Buyer: Anna Shippee +
Seller: Robert Liston Jr +
Price: $209,000
Mortgage: $198,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/16/17
49 Westminster Rd.
Buyer: Benjamin Rivest +
Seller: Kristin Walsh
Price: $483,500
Mortgage: $468,650
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 10/6/17

Seller: Thomas Partenope +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $75,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/13/17
971 Massachusetts Ave.
Buyer: Mark Patenaude +
Seller: Carmela Brazeau
Price: $149,900
Mortgage: $147,184
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 10/23/17
15 Mill St.
Buyer: Centerville Sticks
LLC
Seller: David York
Price: $112,000
Date: 10/31/17

111 Yokun Ave.
Buyer: Berkshire Natural
Resources
Seller: Cliffwood
Undermountain
Price: $350,000
Date: 10/24/17

266 Notch Rd.
Buyer: Preston Keller
Seller: Scott Lincoln
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $121,500
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/19/17

3 Rolling Hills U:4
Buyer: Franklin Lewis
RET +
Seller: Alan Krutt RET +
Price: $210,000
Date: 10/6/17

190 Prospect St.
Buyer: Paul Shiebler +
Seller: Anne Goodwin
2016 RET +
Price: $136,000
Date: 10/11/17

6 Rolling Hills U:10
Buyer: Marlayne Weinberg
RET +
Seller: Adam Weinberg
Price: $175,000
Date: 10/11/17

93 Veazie St.
Buyer: John Drummond +
Seller: Mary Collins
Price: $108,000
Mortgage: $86,400
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/31/17

7 Rolling Hills U:8
Buyer: Francis Johnson
Seller: Edward Lane +
Price: $230,000
Mortgage: $126,500
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 10/18/17

Monterey
190 Beartown Mountain Rd.
Buyer: David Silberman
Seller: Julie Vayer
Price: $482,500
Mortgage: $386,000
Lender: Santander
Date: 10/6/17
8 Bidwell Rd.
Buyer: Amy Silberstein +
Seller: Jonathan Levin +
Price: $638,500
Date: 10/25/17
70 Hupi Woods Circle
Buyer: Joel Goldstein +
Seller: Dorene Beller
Price: $400,000
Date: 10/27/17
51 Main Rd.
Buyer: Gordon Fontaine
Seller: William Sadlowski +
Price: $375,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 10/30/17

North Adams
51 Ashland St.
Buyer: Centerville Sticks
LLC
Seller: Allen Nassif
Price: $207,500
Date: 10/2/17
645 Barbour St.
Buyer: Grant Staublin +
Seller: Ronald Boucher +
Price: $212,500
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/4/17
137 Bracewell Ave.
Buyer: Federico
Balestrazzi
Seller: Scarafoni Assoc NT +
Price: $80,000
Mortgage: $60,000
Lender: Vandyk Mtg
Date: 10/2/17
15 Bradley St.
Buyer: Robert Peterson
Seller: Sean Riley
Price: $139,750
Mortgage: $137,218
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/20/17
87 Brooklyn St.
Buyer: Maria Greig-Williams
Seller: David Kaiser
Price: $90,000
Date: 10/27/17
69 Davenport St.
Buyer: Megan Konieczny
Seller: Louis Ziter
Price: $166,000
Mortgage: $106,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17
132 E Quincy St.
Buyer: John Haynes +
Seller: Ronald Couture +
Price: $125,500
Date: 10/30/17
302 Eagle St.
Buyer: David Atwell +
Seller: USA HUD
Price: $75,025
Mortgage: $75,025
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 10/19/17
12 Hospital Ave.
Buyer: Richard Jones +

281 Walnut St.
Buyer: Jesse Girardi +
Seller: Girardi William Est +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Robert Girardi
Date: 10/19/17
27 Wesleyan St.
Buyer: Justin Klahn
Seller: Timothy
Vecchiarelli +
Price: $105,900
Mortgage: $103,981
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/31/17

Otis
700 E Otis Rd.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase
Bank
Seller: John Orsi +
Price: $168,100
Date: 10/10/17
113 Pike Rd.
Buyer: Bruce Hoskins +
Seller: Mary Pontell
Price: $595,000
Mortgage: $395,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 10/27/17
107 Pond Blvd.
Buyer: James Himes +
Seller: Martin Rosen
Price: $590,000
Date: 10/16/17
1495 Reservoir Rd.
Buyer: Elizabeth Gargan +
Seller: Karen Fink
Price: $118,500
Mortgage: $106,650
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 10/23/17

Peru
12 Garnet Mountain Ln.
Buyer: Kevin Beck +
Seller: John Verret +
Price: $87,550
Date: 10/13/17

Pittsfield
18 1st St.
Buyer: Cafua RT C 26 LLC
Seller: Santos RT +
Price: $1,500,000
Date: 10/2/17
24 4th St.
Buyer: B4 4th LLC
Seller: Plymouth Lane
Capital LLC
Price: $580,000
Mortgage: $552,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/27/17
15 Abbott St.
Buyer: James Wachob T +
Seller: David Christopolis +
Price: $146,500
Date: 10/16
68 Alden Ave.
Buyer: Wayne Kickery
Seller: Greylock FCU
Price: $89,900
Mortgage: $88,271
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/6/17
22 Allengate Ave.
Buyer: Jacob Lenski +
Seller: Mary Trzepacz LT +
Price: $145,00
Mortgage: $140,650
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/20/17
61 Allengate Ave.
Buyer: Tricia Saunders
Seller: Doris Denno
Price: $118,500
Mortgage: $112.575
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Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/27/17
Argyle Rd.
Buyer: Kenneth
Schoenberg +
Seller: William Barry +
Price: $535,000
Date: 10/2/17
109 Asci Dr.
Buyer: Joseph Mcgovern +
Seller: Krish Muruga +
Price: $311,500
Mortgage: $302,155
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/20/17
82 Barker Rd.
Buyer: Beverly Pittman
Seller: Robert Volat
Price: $156,250
Mortgage: $139,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/10/17
260 Barker Rd.
Buyer: Anthony Cunagin +
Seller: Kriti LLC
Price: $242,500
Mortgage: $194,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/13/17
10 Bay State Rd.
Buyer: Maria MejiaVillalobos
Seller: George Bird Jr
Price: $135,500
Mortgage: $133,045
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/31/17
15 Birch Grove Dr.
Buyer: Cheryl Clairmont
Seller: Kevin Sherman +
Price: $228,000
Mortgage: $171,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/6/17

Buyer: Cafua RT C 24 LLC
Seller: Santos RT +
Price: $2,500,000
Mortgage: $2,480,000
Lender: Joseph Santos
Date: 10/2/17
246 Dalton Ave.
Buyer: Joseph Taikowski +
Seller: Bradley Greene
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $152,192
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/27/17
34 Day St.
Buyer: Luke Tomashek
Seller: Eric Benz
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $112,375
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/2/17
4 Dorchester Ave.
Buyer: Ryan Less
Seller: Frank Martin Jr +
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $120,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/20/17
51 Elmhurst Ave.
Buyer: Grace Mcmahon
Seller: Sally Morse
Price: $164,000
Mortgage: $131,200
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/13/17
69 Fairfield St.
Buyer: Daniel Bettega Sr
Seller: Gary Desgres +
Price: $152,900
Mortgage: $147,828
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/10/17

18 Linn St.
Buyer: Kerri Russo
Seller: Peter Southard Jr +
Price: $168,000
Date: 10/6/17
14 Lombard St.
Buyer: Steffany Vargas
Seller: Shaun Heimann +
Price: $145,500
Mortgage: $142,864
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/27/17
6 Louise St.
Buyer: Joanne Amuso
Seller: Doris Bean
Price: $122,100
Mortgage: $118,437
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/27/17
9 Lyric St.
Buyer: Haley Herene
Seller: William Ahearn +
Price: $137,000
Mortgage: $109,600
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/31/17
1653 North St.
Buyer: Cafua RT C 27 LLC
Seller: Santos RT +
Price: $1,000,000
Mortgage: $800,000
Lender: Eastern Bank
Date: 10/2/17
349 Onota St.
Buyer: Claire Marchand
RET +
Seller: Wetzel Anne Est +
Price: $144,000
Date: 10/20/17

Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $162,011
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/18/17
36 Valentine Rd.
Buyer: William Ahern +
Seller: Adair FT +
Price: $269,900
Mortgage: $249,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17
316 W Housatonic St.
Buyer: Green Apple Realty
LLC
Seller: Robert George T
2013 +
Price: $190,000
Date: 10/3/17
20 Wallace Pl.
Buyer: Mahican LLC
Seller: Charles Gaudette +
Price: $630,000
Mortgage: $504,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 10/16/17
47 Weller Ave.
Buyer: Ryan Norton
Seller: Stephan Foose
Price: $136,000
Mortgage: $140,488
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/2/17
976 West St.
Buyer: 976 West Street LLC
Seller: Kathryn Quattrochi
Price: $1,400,000
Date: 10/13/17

57 Ontario St.
Buyer: Reinoso INT +
Seller: Dorothy Gaudette +
Price: $130,000
Date: 10/11/17

199 Williams St.
Buyer: John Mckenney
Seller: Elizabeth Burdick +
Price: $169,000
Mortgage: $169,000
Lender: Mtg Research
Date: 10/5/17

297 Francis Ave.
Buyer: Dominick Sacco +
Seller: Michael Gaetan Est +
Price: $100,000
Date: 10/31/17

562 Pecks Rd.
Buyer: James Berry +
Seller: Howard Miller +
Price: $167,000
Mortgage: $170,590
Lender: Bank of America
Date: 10/24/17

199 Woodlawn Ave.
Buyer: Mahican LLC
Seller: Charles Gaudette +
Price: $630,000
Mortgage: $504,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 10/16/17

28 Brown St.
Buyer: Mahican LLC
Seller: Charles Gaudette
Price: $630,000
Mortgage: $504,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 10/16/17

36 Gale Ave.
Buyer: Dylan Anthony LLC
Seller: William Guzzo Jr
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $152,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/23/17

738 Pecks Rd.
Buyer: Brian Torres
Seller: Aydee Munoz +
Price: $152,500
Mortgage: $155,778
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/20/17

32 Brown St.
Buyer: Mahican LLC
Seller: Charles Gaudette
Price: $630,000
Mortgage: $504,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 10/16/17

28 Harold St.
Buyer: Tracy Dupuis
Seller: David Mierzejewski +
Price: $167,500
Mortgage: $134,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/24/17

215 Pine Grove Dr.
Buyer: Benjamin Correia +
Seller: Hunt Charles Est +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $181,649
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/13/17

620 Churchill St. U:4
Buyer: Gregory Sheehan +
Seller: Onota Lake Front
Props
Price: $395,000
Mortgage: $316,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/13/17

99 Bushey Rd.
Buyer: Justin Kie-Burdick +
Seller: Thomas Landry +
Price: $177,000
Mortgage: $171,690
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/6/17

199 Harryel St.
Buyer: Robert Pothier
Seller: George Bordeau +
Price: $161,000
Mortgage: $85,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/17/17

41 Putnam Ave.
Buyer: James Amburn
Seller: Bennett Seidman
Price: $212,000
Mortgage: $218,996
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/2/17

39 Catherine St.
Buyer: Simeon Bittman +
Seller: Deborahlin Perry
Price: $142,500
Mortgage: $138,225
Lender: United Wholesale
Date: 10/23/17

61 Hull Ave.
Buyer: James Sorrentino
Seller: Dennis Carney
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $135,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/31/17

34 Revere Pkwy.
Buyer: Michael Mcneil
Seller: Nutmeg 34 LLC
Price: $137,000
Date: 10/30/17

154 Chapel St.
Buyer: Troy Therrien
Seller: Matthew Bishop +
Price: $160,000
Mortgage: $155,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/30/17

109 Hungerford St.
Buyer: Benjamin Hunter +
Seller: Peter Joyce +
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/23/17

43 Clinton Ave.
Buyer: Rosa Velasquez
Seller: Frank Vallone Jr +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $110,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17

50 Huron St.
Buyer: Daniel Clukey
Seller: Pittsfield Coop
Bank
Price: $110,500
Date: 10/5/17

20 Roselyn Dr.
Buyer: Christine Martin
Seller: Walchenbach FT +
Price: $215,000
Mortgage: $192,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/31/17

54 Joseph Dr.
Buyer: Marie Paradise
Seller: Paula Crea
Price: $230,000
Mortgage: $184,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17

44 Shore Dr.
Buyer: Raymond Wallach
Seller: Thomas Ditello +
Price: $375,000
Mortgage: $356,250
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/25/17

75 Joseph Dr.
Buyer: Shannon Devries +
Seller: Jane Sparks
Price: $239,900
Mortgage: $159,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/6/17

112 Spadina Pkwy.
Buyer: Kenneth
Schoenberg +
Seller: Warren Barry +
Price: $535,000
Date: 10/2/17

52 Broad St.
Buyer: Sopheap Nhim +
Seller: Philip Coleman +
Price: $267,600
Mortgage: $257,000
Lender: Robin Fleet
Date: 10/17/17

68 Commonwealth Ave.
Buyer: Tina Whitmore
Seller: Gerard Mcentee
Price: $350,000
Mortgage: $280,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/6/17
18 Cove St.
Buyer: Richellmarie
Martin
Seller: Ryan Evangelisto
Price: $128,000
Mortgage: $115,072
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/12/17
553 Crane Ave.
Buyer: Timothy Kiely +
Seller: Patricia Kellar +
Price: $262,000
Mortgage: $230,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/10/17
20 Crofut St.
Buyer: Kenneth Amron +
Seller: William Beautyman +
Price: $371,000
Date: 10/27/17
43 Cromwell Ave.
Buyer: Bradley Greene
Seller: Robert Kinzer 3rd
Price: $178,000
Mortgage: $169,575
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/27/17
80 Dalton Ave.

9 Fasce Pl.
Buyer: Marc Amaral
Seller: Anthony Amaral
Price: $112,500
Date: 10/16/17

32 Kenwood St.
Buyer: Ariana Brawley
Seller: Ian Denault
Price: $170,370
Mortgage: $161,800
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/12/17
37 King St.
Buyer: Lawrence Keefner
3rd +
Seller: Herzog Geaneve
Est +
Price: $115,000
Mortgage: $111,550
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/13/17
5 Lawrence Rd.
Buyer: Travis Bolte +
Seller: Richard Bartholow +
Price: $259,700
Mortgage: $64,700
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/6/17

14 Richard Dr.
Buyer: Renee Stracuzzi +
Seller: Morrison Margaret
Est +
Price: $234,000
Mortgage: $222,300
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/30/17

232 Springside Ave.
Buyer: Kathleen Loria
Seller: Paul Gniadek LT +
Price: $145,300
Mortgage: $142,667
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 10/4/17

81 Dartmouth St. U:309
Buyer: Michael Rossi +
Seller: Marsel Almakdesi
Price: $117,500
Mortgage: $106,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/23/17
Greendale Ave. U:55
Buyer: Ann Leeman
Seller: Paul Cowlin
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $60,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/31/17
1003 North St. U:A
Buyer: Sharon Allen
Seller: Darcy FT +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $105,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/10/17
4 Sunrise Cir. U:2
Buyer: Donald Hebert +
Seller: Kowalczyk
Development
Price: $369,000
Mortgage: $276,750
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/23/17

Richmond

248 Hulett Hill Rd.
Buyer: Benjamin BanksDobson
Seller: William Gillooly +
Price: $412,500
Mortgage: $355,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 10/26/17
33 Kellogg Rd.
Buyer: Richard Meyers
Seller: Jeanette Gavroy
Price: $300,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 10/31/17

Williamstown

276 S Undermountain Rd.
Buyer: Melinda Roth
Seller: Edward Surjan +
Price: $353,100
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 10/5/17
969 Silver St.
Buyer: Kathryn Haviland +
Seller: Jill Resnick +
Price: $565,000
Mortgage: $423,750
Lender: Santander
Date: 10/20/17

Stockbridge
10 East St.
Buyer: 10 East Street
RET +
Seller: Michael Mullin +
Price: $168,219
Mortgage: $178,500
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/2/17

Superior St. Lot 44
Buyer: Daniel Clukey
Seller: Pittsfield Coop
Bank
Price: $110,500
Date: 10/5/17

County Rd.
Buyer: Daniel Medwed +
Seller: Harold Crine Jr +
Price: $775,000
Date: 10/20/17
Hulett Hill Rd.
Buyer: BK NT +
Seller: Gilmores Berkshire
LLC

114 Candlewood Dr.
Buyer: William Kangas +
Seller: Thomas Elder +
Price: $325,000
Mortgage: $260,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/20/17
20 Chestnut St.
Buyer: Timothy
Andenmatten +
Seller: Eleanor Kaatz +
Price: $187,000
Mortgage: $181,000
Lender: Navy FCU
Date: 10/19/17
71 Cole Ave.
Buyer: Mark Reach +
Seller: John Chapman Jr +
Price: $692,500
Mortgage: $424,100
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/26/17

46 Lake Dr.
Buyer: William Koff +
Seller: Stephen Genatt +
Price: $1,200,000
Date: 10/16/17
24 Mahkeenac Rd.
Buyer: Anne Meyerson +
Seller: Leonard Meyerson +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $70,000
Lender: Santander
Date: 10/23/17

2148 Green River Rd.
Buyer: Steven Lunau Jr
Seller: John Kemp +
Price: $412,000
Mortgage: $329,600
Lender: JP Morgan Chase
Date: 10/13/17

4 W Dale Rd.
Buyer: Stephen Ruskin
Seller: Esther Zimmerman
Price: $281,000
Mortgage: $224,800
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 10/27/17

36 Haley St.
Buyer: Daniel Turek +
Seller: Stephen Staneff +
Price: $430,000
Mortgage: $230,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/24/17

200 Old Stockbridge Rd. U:M3
Buyer: Peter Davol +
Seller: Alan Fendrick RET +
Price: $499,000
Date: 10/10/17

61 Hancock Rd.
Buyer: Thomas Elder +
Seller: Ann Clark-Gerrity
Price: $425,000
Mortgage: $361,250
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 10/20/17

138 Frost Rd.
Buyer: Casey Nothe +
Seller: Margaret Macha
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $170,000
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 10/6/17

315 Upper Valley Rd.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase
Bank
Seller: Caroline Swain +
Price: $124,640
Date: 10/13/17

109 Clayton Rd.
Buyer: Kathleen Percy +
Seller: Lewis Prioletti +
Price: $227,000
Mortgage: $220,190
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 10/20/17

196 Bridges Rd.
Buyer: Anthony Boskovich
Seller: Peter Chang +
Price: $198,500
Mortgage: $158,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/2/17

196 Cole Ave.
Buyer: Henry Smith +
Seller: Indefatigable Corp
Price: $282,500
Mortgage: $254,250
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/10/17

Washington

West
Stockbridge

5 Albany Rd.
Buyer: Morab Industries
LLC
Seller: NMBS LLC
Price: $843,000
Mortgage: $643,000
Lender: NMBC LLC
Date: 10/20/17
18 Glendale Rd.
Buyer: Lisa Decubellis
Seller: Lester Glass
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $360,000
Lender: Santander
Date: 10/26/17

83 Maple Hill Rd.
Buyer: Robert Fried +
Seller: Kurt Hoelter
Price: $1,300,000
Mortgage: $700,000
Lender: JP Morgan Chase
Date: 10/31/17

413-447-7300 • 413-822-4742
www.BarbHassanRealty.com

32 W Alford Rd.
Buyer: Edward Rosenthal +
Seller: RCK Realty LLC
Price: $92,500
Date: 10/13/17

392 Polikoff Rd.
Buyer: Juli-Anne
Turnbough +
Seller: Andrew Slater +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $145,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/26/17

Route 41
Buyer: Christian Hanson +
Seller: Janice Clark +
Price: $475,000
Date: 10/31/17

Sheffield

12 Samantha Ln.
Buyer: Michael Cummings +
Seller: Kenneth Werner
Price: $500,000
Mortgage: $400,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 10/20/17

42 W Alford Rd.
Buyer: Lisa Mcgrath +
Seller: Luchi Properties
LLC
Price: $355,000
Date: 10/5/17

171 Schulze Rd.
Buyer: Thomas Andrew +
Seller: David Marom +
Price: $365,000
Mortgage: $292,000
Lender: Mtg Networks
Date: 10/6/17

2801 State Rd.
Buyer: Morgan Quigley
Seller: Sally Carlson +
Price: $256,400
Mortgage: $248,700
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/5/17

85 Maple Hill Rd.
Buyer: JJ Dark LLC
Seller: Kurt Hoelter
Price: $150,000
Date: 10/31/17

225 Old Joe Rd.
Buyer: Graham Frank
Seller: David Handlowich
Price: $247,000
Mortgage: $239,590
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 10/13/17

482 Canaan Rd.
Buyer: Erena Langley +
Seller: Paul Rocheleau +
Price: $400,000
Mortgage: $320,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 10/2/17

75 Strong Ave.
Buyer: Gustavo Perez +
Seller: Jessica Thorne
Price: $158,000
Mortgage: $150,100
Lender: Trustco
Date: 10/10/17

3 Tampa Ct.
Buyer: Eric Barriere
Seller: Olds Donald Est +

Price: $95,000
Date: 10/30/17

24 Ide Rd.
Buyer: Richard Nesbitt +
Seller: Rebecca Gold
RET +
Price: $705,000
Mortgage: $380,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/11/17
1211 Main St.
Buyer: Donald Walters +
Seller: Thomas Plunkett +
Price: $150,000
Date: 10/2/17
50 Mason St.
Buyer: Stacy Sussman
Seller: Alexandre Lopes +
Price: $157,000
Mortgage: $125,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 10/13/17
290 Pine Cobble Rd.
Buyer: Williams College
Seller: Richard Nesbitt +
Price: $410,500
Date: 10/10/17

pittsfield office building
$179,900

Short walk to downtown Pittsfield. Almost 3000
sq. ft. of space with 12 rooms, 1.5 baths, ornate
fireplaces, vinyl siding, replacement windows,
detached 2-car garage, 96-by-99-ft. parking lot to
south of building. Near Big Y, Berkshire Carousel,
banks, Eagle Building. Business General zoning.
MLS 221114. Ask for Barb. (4084B)

d
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office space with rental
Pittsfield – $269,900

Almost 3800 sq. ft. of space with 7 offices, 2.5 baths,
and 1-bedroom apartment. HVAC, natural gas heat
and hot water. Elegant and charming throughout
with stained glass windows, ornate fireplaces, huge
pocket doors, grand staircase, wainscoting and
hardwood floors. Many improvements, full attic.
MLS 220402. Ask for Barb. (4083B)

for sale – Pittsfield
$599,900

South Street building with over 18,000 sq. ft. (per
assessors) on four floors plus partial basement.
Parking lot in rear holds 42 vehicles. Full
commercial kitchen, lots of office space. Large
open auditorium with 20’ ceilings. Contact Barb
for more details. (4074B)
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5-acre commercial site
Route 7 – Lanesboro

Five buildings ranging from 500 to 6,000 sq.
ft. offered at $750,000. See MLS 214374 at
barbhassanrealty.com for more details.(4068B)

Barb Davis-Hassan,ccim
Broker/Owner
2017 Massachusetts REALTOR® of the Year

Windsor
1 Access Road 1
Buyer: Matthew Tonsing +
Seller: Jean CharterAlibozek
Price: $105,000
Mortgage: $94,500
Lender: Citizens Bank
Date: 10/16/17
85 Access Road 3
Buyer: Sean Anderson +
Seller: Alan Bresett
Price: $190,000
Date: 10/2/17
86 Access Road 3
Buyer: Sean Anderson +
Seller: Alan Bresett
Price: $190,000
Date: 10/2/17
u

Over $130 Million
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& Residential
Sales over a
29 Year Career
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‘Age Friendly Berkshires’
continued from page 1

recommendations are oriented to older
people, the overall goal of the initiative is to
create communities that are livable, provide
opportunities for work and leisure, and are
inclusive and improve the livability of the
Berkshires for all residents.
“The concept of age-friendly communities
includes features that benefit people of all
ages,” said McDonough.
She noted that – although they are separate initiatives, and the close timing of their
release earlier this autumn is coincidental –
the action plan for Age Friendly Berkshires
is complementary to the recently released
Berkshire Initiative for Growth report and
action plan, which focuses on how Berkshire

…because home is where the heart is!
We Offer:
Personal Care
Live In Service – Up to and
Including 24 Hour Care
u Medication Reminding
u Homemaking
u Companionship
u Shopping and Errands
u Door to Door Services for
Appointments & Procedures
u
u

Call us to set up an appointment
for a complimentary assessment!

413-464-7524

137 North Street • Suite 202
Pittsfield, MA 01201
www.mtviewhomecare.com

County can attract younger adults (see
related story).
“Their goals are related, and should be
considered as parallel programs to improve
the overall quality of life for everyone,”
she said.
The report is a step in a process launched by
an Age Friendly task force that was organized
In 2014 by a group of county professionals
led by Bobbie Orsi, director of community
relations at Home Instead Senior Care.
It is a local version of a global Age Friendly
Cities and Communities initiative that was
launched by the World Health Organization
(WHO), and is administered in the United
States by AARP, a national service organization for Americans over the age of 50.
The task force developed into a network
that included many organizations and local
participants.
In 2015, after conducting a survey of almost 2,500 people and holding a public summit, Age Friendly Berkshires was awarded
a two-year grant from the Tufts Health Plan
Foundation to implement the development
of the new action plan.
The report is designed as a three-year
implementation plan that is also intended as a
springboard to achieve longer range goals.
“It starts with small steps and suggested
projects that are easier to achieve, such as a
website and researching innovative housing
options,” McDonough said. “It is intended
to lead to partnerships throughout the community to implement these goals.”
She added that it is also intended to foster
independent actions by business, organizations and others. For example, the number of
people in older demographics also translates
into important markets for businesses.
“It will also be driven on the local level
by what is happening in individual cities and
towns,” she said.

Heightened national trend

While the increasingly older population
is a national trend, it is more pronounced in

Lenox
Schoolhouse
Apartments
The Berkshires’ Newest
55+ Community is
NOW LEASING!
Starting Prices:

Studios: $594
One Bedrooms: $898

(Income Guidelines Apply – Call for Details)

All Utilities Included*
*with the exception of phone & cable

• BRAND NEW INTERIORS
• FITNESS CENTER
• BUSINESS CENTER
• RESIDENT LOUNGE
• PLANNED RESIDENT ACTIVITIES

www.LenoxSchoolhouse.com
(413) 551-7641
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Berkshire County where the median age is
participation by older people as volunteers
44, compared to 39 for Massachusetts and
with organizations.
37 for the country as a whole.
“Lifetime experience can help inform local
People in the postwar Baby Boom generaprograms, policy and legislation,” stated the
tion began turning 65 in 2011. For the next
report. It noted that seniors’ “diverse skill
20 years 10,000 Americans a day will reach
sets, life experiences and achievements are
65. Already one in three Americans is age
applicable to a wide range of ‘second career’
50 or older, and by 2030 one in five will be
employment and volunteer activities. There is
over the age of 65.
a need for ways of con“ We h a v e s e e n
necting older people
“Age friendliness is a
those trends happenexisting opportuninatural outgrowth of that to
ing in Berkshire County
ties, particularly on
sooner and faster,” said shift toward greater respect municipal boards and
McDonough.
and inclusiveness for all.” commissions.”
The report pointed
It also includes recout that by 2030 the United States populaommendations to reduce age discrimination
tion over age 65 is expected to overtake
against older job applicants, and increased
the number of those under 18. In Berkshire
awareness of the benefits of hiring them.
County, this shift occurred in 2012.
In the section on communication, the ac“Similarly, the proportion and number of
tion plan recommends utilizing a combination
adults over the age of 50 will continue to
of modern technologies and more traditional
rise,” stated the report.” In 2010, the over-50
media and interpersonal interactions to proage group made up 40 percent or more of
vide both centralized and diverse sources of
most Berkshire County municipalities. By
relevant information and communication.
2030…the majority of Berkshire County
Among the specific projects that are being
municipalities will have populations that are
developed is a centralized website to provide
60 percent or more residents age 50 or over,
information about resources, events and
and all but North Adams and Williamstown
related matters.
(probably due to college populations) will
“Staying connected with events, news and
be over 40 percent.”
practical information is a key part of active
With increasing lifespans and improveaging,” stated the report. “Technology can
ments in health, people are continuing to
be tapped to spread information quickly, but
be active longer. However, inevitably, most
also might inadvertently play a role in social
people also experience increasing physical
exclusion. Age-friendly communities recogchallenges as they age.
nize that not everyone has a smartphone or
One of the goals on a national and local
Internet access. Mass media is instrumental
level is to make it possible for older people
in communicating information to the wider
to live independently for as long as possible.
community.”
A related goal is to make it possible for
The report also addressed other aspects
older people to remain active and engaged
of social connections, which are vital to
in their communities and maintain social
self esteem and combatting loneliness and
connections.
isolation.
The action plan addresses this on a variety
“An inclusive society treats all residents
of levels, including establishing or enhancing
– regardless of race, creed, color, gender or
services, and reducing physical and social
other status – with respect and encourages
barriers.
them to participate fully in the community’s
social, civic and economic life,” the report
“Domains of Livability”
stated. “Age friendliness is a natural outIt is based on the WHO and AARP model,
growth of that shift toward greater respect
which is organized into eight “Domains of
and inclusiveness for all. While respect for
Livability” including: Civic Engagement
seniors is mostly healthy in many communiand Employment, Communication and Inties, negative preconceptions of aging still
formation, Community Support and Health
exist. There is a need to facilitate a range of
Services, Housing, Outdoor Spaces and
intergenerational and multi-cultural activiBuildings, Respect and Social Inclusion,
ties, to foster understanding and to enhance
Social Participation, and Transportation.
the sense of belonging.”
In the area of housing, for example, the plan
Among its recommendations are interaddresses the larger overall goal of providing
generational programs and activities, and
a range of housing options suited to different
tapping seniors as mentors.
life stages, incomes and abilities.
One suggestion is the adoption of a model
That includes enabling people who want
of a network of seniors – known as a “vilto remain in their existing homes to “age in
lage” – in which members volunteer to help
place.” Options for this include support for
other members and also are eligible to receive
affordable and accessible home assessments
assistance themselves as needed.
and guidance, and modification programs to
The report examined other issues of imaccommodate the needs of people as they
portance to older people, including making
grow older, as well as resources for health and
healthcare information and services more
home-care services that may be needed.
readily available, and improving the transIt also encourages exploration of alternate
portation system with more options.
housing strategies for those who cannot remain
It also recommended physical infrastructure
in their existing homes, or who choose other
improvements to emphasize accessibility.
options, such as multi-generational neighbor“Creating an age-friendly region will
hoods, home sharing, congregate housing,
likely require the adaptation or rehabilitation
intentional communities, naturally occurring
of many public spaces and structures over
retirement communities and others.
time, with the goal of a more cohesive and
Other sections look at ways to encourage
integrated community, designed for maximal
active participation in community life and
access to nature, increased mobility and incivic affairs through volunteer participation
dependence for all,” the report stated.
and employment. That includes outreach,
Copies of the full report are available at the
training and other methods of increasing
BRPC website, berkshireplanning.org.u

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Lenox – Well-established business property with modern spacious
owners apartment, 4,000 sq. ft., full liquor license, 4 acres. $850,000.
pittsfield, dalton avenue – Four-family, excellent condition,
separate utilities. Live free on rental income. $175,000.
Central Berkshires – Restaurant, profitable, long history, full
liquor license. Owner will finance. $75,000.
Eastern New york (near Jiminy Peak) – Fully equipped restaurant
on 1.6 acres. $299,500.

Liberty Investment Group

413-442-8974
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BIg: Attract young adults
continued from page 1

A basic factor in the region’s demographics is the aging of the overall population (see
related story), while the number of younger
people has been declining. As a result, a
major focus of the BIG recommendations
is on strategies “to develop and mobilize
resources to attract more young adults and
families to our region,” according to its
statement of purpose.
The report was written by Julia Dixon,
coordinator of BIG. It drew on new data and
previous studies of demographic trends, as
well as opinions and ideas gathered through
focus groups, interviews, surveys and other
outreach. It includes an analysis of related
issues, and 18 recommended strategies to
address the situation.
“The smoking gun for this was the 2010
census, and a subsequent analysis by the
Berkshire County Regional Planning Commission (BRPC),” said Jonathan Butler,
president and CEO of 1Berkshire, a collaborative economic and community development organization. “Those showed in clear
detail the trend of a declining population that
everyone had been aware of. We decided to
take that a step further, and look at why this
has happened, to develop strategies for what
we can do about it as a community.”
Butler emphasized that the BIG report
is designed to be more than a blueprint for
1Berkshire and is intended for the entire community, including businesses, governments,
schools, organizations and individuals.
“The loss of population has a ripple effect
that affects every sector, and it will require
widespread community engagement and individual actions,” he said. “Our organization
will continue to be a backbone within our
sphere of activity. However, in a sense, this
report is a handoff to the larger community.
The BIG report is not the end of a process,
but the beginning of a new phase.”
Butler added that this was reflected in the
formation and composition of the task force.
”This was a very collaborative process, and
we tried to engage as many sectors as possible,” he said. “For example, initially it was
comprised of many of the people who have
long been active in economic development.
But we also realized that we needed more
young people at the table, and a number of
people in that age range got involved.”

Population loss

The population of Berkshire County
reached a peak in 1970 at 149,402 people.
After that, the county began losing population for the first time in over 150 years, and
that trend gained momentum in the following decades.
The 2010 census revealed that – with a
population of 131,219 – the region had lost
more than 18,000 people since the downward
trend began. The U.S. Census Bureau currently
estimates that in 2016 the population had declined significantly further to 126,903.
The BRPC’s earlier analysis of the 2010
census and related data indicated that the
annual population decline could increase 37
percent by 2030, accounting for the loss of
12,000 more residents. As a result, the labor
force could see a reduction of 25 percent, and
primary and secondary school enrollment
could drop 28 percent.
The BRPC also speculated that, by 2030,
the overall population decline will occur
more rapidly as Baby Boomers who account
for most of the current population, reach the
end of their lives. With birth and in-migration
rates predicted to remain low, there may be

no counter-balance to this, and the downward
population trend will worsen.
The BIG task force decided that a key challenge and priority to alter these trends is to
focus on the 22-to-40-year-old age bracket.
It determined that they are more likely to fill
available jobs, have children, and seek lifestyle
advantages that Berkshire County offers.
They used a BRPC calculation that 800
young adults will need to migrate to Berkshire
County annually to reverse the downward
trend. The BIG task force adopted this number
to define a measurable goal and set the scope
of work to be undertaken.
While this age bracket is currently known
as millennials, the term “young adults” was
chosen over this label because it will be necessary to attract young adults well into the
future. As the millennials age, it will require
understanding future young generations to
tailor recruitment and retention efforts to
their unique qualities and behaviors.

Complex reasons

One of the key themes of the report was
perception.
“A narrative of excitement and possibility
must be communicated,” it stated. “Despite
the factors contributing to population decline,
Berkshire County is a special community
with immense offerings and unbounded
potential.”
The report also emphasized that there is
no “silver bullet” that will solve the population decline.
The reasons behind this decline are complex. Some involve local circumstances,
and others reflect national and global issues
and trends, including an overall aging of the
population.
In the Berkshires a major factor has been
the loss of General Electric, and other major
manufacturing employers and jobs. This has
led to a generalized perception of a lack of
good job opportunities here.
The report cited surveys that indicate that
many young people are not optimistic about
job prospects. “Nearly 60 percent of young
adult survey respondents who live here may
or will move away to pursue a better paying job, work in his/her field, or find career
advancement elsewhere,” stated the report,
adding that “68 percent of those who have
already moved away cite lack of job opportunity as the primary reason.”
Butler noted, however, that the findings in
the report and other sources contradict many
of the stereotypes.
“It’s inaccurate to say that there are no
opportunities,” he said. “There are good
jobs available, and that situation has been
improving.”
Butler believes the county is still undergoing a residual effect of the changes and economic difficulties that the county experienced
in the 1970s and following decades.
“A generation-and-a-half went through a
very difficult period as we lost older industries, and Berkshire County was unsure of
where it was going,” he said. “The result has
been a collective form of PTSD, or what I
call post-transition syndrome. The belief that
there are no jobs is a by-product of that.”
“The situation has improved since then,”
he continued. “Everyone has worked hard
to make sure the industries we have survive,
and we’ve seen increased stability among
our largest employers, and many are growing. We’ve also seen the emergence of new
employers.”
Butler believes that some of this will
change naturally, but it will also require a
conscious effort to accent the positive.
“We need to have a dialogue that places
more emphasis on the situation that exists today, rather than comparing it to what Berkshire

Are You a newly Appointed Executor/personal representative?
If you’ve recently lost a loved one, you’re learning that in addition to the
emotional trauma, the loss can create a bunch of tax headaches as well.
I can guide you with integrity, patience and compassion through the
potentially complex federal and state tax filing responsibilities.
CALL TODAy FOR A FREE InITIAL COnSULTATIOn

CERTIFIED

P U B L I C A C C O U N TA N T

Phone: 413-464-7068 • Email: karen@kmk-cpa.com • Website: www.kmk-cpa.com

County was like in 1960 or 1950,” he said. “A
child growing up in Berkshire County now
is surrounded by more vibrancy than those
who grew up in the 1990s. It’s important to
emphasizes the opportunities that exist to the
next generation, starting when kids are in grade
school through secondary school.”
At the same time, Butler acknowledged,
there are also challenges.
“It is accurate to say that people’s career
paths can plateau because of our size,” he said.
“And while we’re fairly diverse in career paths,
we need to encourage more diversity.”
The BIG report includes specific recommendations and strategies, including encouraging employers to foster internal cultures
and conditions that reflect the preferences of
today’s young adults. Another is developing
better communication systems to provide
coordinated sources of information about
available jobs to make it easier for job hunters
to connect with available opportunities.
Among other suggested strategies in the
report are support of entrepreneurial activities and other forms of business development
and training.

Quality of life

The BIG report also looked at the region’s
quality of life, especially as it pertains to
young people.
The rural nature of the Berkshires has also
been characterized as too quiet and staid for
young people, who prefer the faster pace and
diversity of larger urban areas.
However, the report cited surveys indicating that many young adults find the area a
good place to live.
A BRPC survey (weighted to college
graduates) found that 74 percent consider
the Berkshires to be a desirable place to live.
Among respondents who moved away for
professional or other reasons, 87 percent said
they had enjoyed living here. It also found
that 59 percent would return if their current
job and pay level was available here, and 41
percent think they will move back.
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“There is not as much to do here as in
New York or Boston,” said Butler. “But there
is a slew of things to do, and the quality of
life is considered high compared with other
areas we compete with. It’s very robust in
what it offers.”
The report did cite specific issues that are
problematic for young adults, including the
lesser quality of the communications infrastructure. There are also concerns over the
cost of living and affordability of housing,
but that varies.
“On one side, wages adjusted for the cost
of living here are fairly equitable compared
to many areas,” said Butler. “However, on
the other hand, student loan debt is one of
the biggest expenses that affect this age
cohort. That’s a fixed cost that affects us
more adversely.”
There are also differences in perceptions
of affordability between people who are from
here and those who moved here. Many young
people who grew up here believe the region
is too expensive.
“However, nearly 75 percent of nonnatives find the region affordable,” stated the
report. “This difference may be attributed to
non-natives’ levels of educational attainment
as well as experience living in places where
the cost of living may be higher.”
One factor that affects Berkshire County,
but is not unique to it, is the desire of some
young people who grow up here to follow
a pattern of moving away to experience the
wider world.
“There will always be a notable percentage
of young people who will be drawn somewhere
else to test their mettle,” said Butler. “But
there’s also a percentage who would prefer to
stay here. There are also those who leave for
a while, but come back. We should help all of
them understand that there are opportunities
here, for those who choose to stay or who
want to return to the Berkshires.”
Full copies of the BIG report are available
for download on the 1Berkshire website,
1berkshire.com.◆
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Bluesky buys Col-East
continued from page 1

“We have similar functions, but the extraction of information is different,” Eddy
explained.
For its part, Col-East (www.col-east.com)
has a long-established reputation for highquality topographic mapping with particular
expertise in specialized aerial surveys such
as high-precision aeronautical mapping
requiring highly skilled analysis. “Our specialty through the years has been providing
topographic mapping services primarily to
land surveyors and engineering firms,” said
Thaisz.
Bluesky (www.bluesky-world.com), on the
other hand, has revolutionized aerial mapping
techniques in the UK in recent years. Utilizing advanced digital cameras and 3D laser
mapping technology, the company has been
meeting the growing demand for specialized
large-scale mapping, 3D modeling and feature
extraction in its European market.
“Britain has a long tradition as a pioneer
in mapping techniques, and the Bluesky
team was behind the creation of what was
the world’s first nationwide high-resolution
aerial photo map, created back in 1998,” said
Rachel Tidmarsh, managing director and
co-owner of Bluesky. “Since then we have
developed new systems and techniques that
are underpinning advances in environmental
and 3D mapping, and we will be introducing
these advancements to the U.S. market with
the acquisition of Col-East.”

Shared resources

Eddy explained that the aerial mapping
industry is increasingly technology driven –
both in terms of the specialized photography
equipment used for in-flight operations, and
in the software and analytical tools used to
process the images for a wide range of applications and products.

Shaun Vincent, Col-East’s mapping specialist, brings up some aerial images on monitors in his office at Harriman and West Airport in North Adams. Vincent recently
traveled to the UK to meet and work with Bluesky staff. There will also be reciprocal visits by Bluesky team members to the Berkshires in the coming months.
The technology used by the company
includes two UltraCam Eagle ultra-largeformat camera systems for advanced digital
mapping, each of which represents a capital
investment of about $1 million.
Bluesky is also equipped with a Teledyne
Optech Galaxy LiDAR (Light Detection And
Ranging) system that is integrated with a
PhaseOne camera and thermal sensor. Also
priced in the $1 million range, this combined
system allows the company to provide a range
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of advanced products and services, including
innovative environmental applications such
as wind and solar mapping, flood modeling,
and others.
“Our industry has changed dramatically
since the time of film and darkrooms,” Eddy
commented. “We’re a tidy way from that
today.”
However, until its acquisition by Bluesky,
Col-East was still operating in that world of
film and darkrooms – at least in terms of its
aerial photography operations.
“We were one of the last aerial photography
firms to run film,” said Thaisz, noting that
the company was using a camera system
that was put into service a few years before
Bluesky itself was founded in 1997. “In 1994
we bought one of the last film cameras that
was brought onto the market. It’s a beautiful
piece of equipment that was a big investment
back then, and it has worked well for us over
the years.”
While the aerial photography was filmbased, Thaisz noted that Col-East’s other

analytical operations and use of the images has
for many years drawn on more contemporary
digital and computer technology. “The images
are all scanned, and our process has been digital for the past 15 years or so,” he said.
With its acquisition by Bluesky, Col-East’s
days of using film are now over. Eddy and
Thaisz noted that one of the two UltraCam
Eagle systems owned by Bluesky has now
been installed on the Aero Commander
500B twin-engine airplane that Col-East
has used since 1985 for its aerial mapping
operations.
According to Eddy, being able to utilize
its existing technology resources in this new
market was a contributing factor in its acquisition of Col-East. “In this industry, maximizing
your resources is critical,” he said. “We felt
this opportunity to use one of our cameras in
the U.S. was very beneficial to us.”
However, the allocation of one of its cameras for Col-East’s use does not necessarily
impact its capabilities on the other side of
the Atlantic.

FOR LEASE – NEW OFFERING
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In a way that seems at first counterintuitive, Eddy explained that the primary
operating seasons for the two companies
complement one another rather than overlap.
“There’s a seasonal advantage to this arrangement,” he said. “In the UK, we fly primarily
in the summer. But in the U.S., it’s mostly
fall and winter during stick season.”
These seasonal differences are based in
part on weather considerations. Eddy noted
that winters in the UK tend to be chronically
overcast and rainy – conditions that are unfriendly to aerial mapping. In the Northeast
market served by Col-East, meanwhile, the
winter months generally offer an abundance
of days with clear skies suited to aerial
photography. The absence of leaves from
the trees also supports the type of detailed
imaging and surveying that the company has
specialized in.
“Our season has always been ‘leaf-off’,”
said Thaisz. “But we are doing more leaf-on
stuff these days.”
That leaf-on business is likely to grow even
more as Bluesky uses its Col-East operations
to provide some of the more advanced mapping and analytical services that its camera
systems support. “We intend to bring our
3D modeling and other services over here,”
said Eddy in a mid-October interview during
one of his regular visits to North Adams. He
noted that the LiDAR system may also be
utilized here during periods when it is not
used for operations in the UK.

Combining teams

While Eddy has been a regular visitor to
North Adams since the acquisition was completed last spring, he is not the only member
of the Bluesky team who will be involved in
Col-East’s operations.
Eddy noted that the two companies’
complementary seasonal operations and
different specialties will support “team
sharing” as well as the sharing of technology resources.
There are about 30 people on the Bluesky
team in Leicestershire, comprised of staff
members working in a range of operational,
technical, marketing and other functions.
(The company also has a data processing
operation in India with 18 employees, and
a one-person satellite office in Ireland). In
North Adams there are currently eight people
working at Col-East.
“We want it to be one big team,” Eddy
said, noting that there is “a lot of interaction” between the Leicestershire and North
Adams staffs.
This, for example, has included a recent
trip by Shaun Vincent, Col-East’s mapping
specialist, to the UK to meet and work with
Bluesky staff. In the months ahead, Eddy said,
there will also be reciprocal visits by Bluesky
team members to the Berkshires.
“This will give some of our team an opportunity to come here and grow the business,”
he said. It will also, not coincidentally, give
them an opportunity to enjoy other aspects
of the Berkshires that are not necessarily
work-related.
“Another reason this acquisition appealed
to us is, quite honestly, that [Col-East] is in
a nice part of the world,” Eddy said, noting
that last winter as the deal with Col-East
was taking shape, he brought his family
along on a visit to the Berkshires to enjoy
the region’s skiing.
Beyond the benefits of shared technology
and staffing resources, the acquisition of
Col-East by Bluesky also addresses another
important consideration for the Berkshire
company: continuity of operations as its
owners moved toward retirement.
The company was originally founded in
1952 in Pittsfield as a basic aerial photography service. Over the years it developed
more specialized services, and focused on
aerial mapping and surveying. It moved to its
current location in North Adams in 1971.
Thaisz, who is now the company’s only
pilot, joined Col-East in 1987 and later became a co-owner along with partners Don
Hanson, project manager; and Scott Printz,
operations manager.
“We’ve been pretty busy and successful
over the years working in the Northeast,” said
Thaisz, noting that the vast majority of the
company’s business comes from outside of the
Berkshires in a region that extends throughout
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New England and the Northeast, along with
some part some mid-Atlantic states.
However, a few years ago, with Thaisz
in his mid-sixties and Hanson in his early
seventies, they began exploring options for
selling the business to pave the way for their
eventual retirement.
The company hired a business broker to
seek out potential buyers. “He looked at U.S.
prospects first, and when that came up empty
he expanded his search,” said Thaisz. That
led to an initial call to Bluesky in 2016.
“They expressed an interest, and signed
a confidentiality agreement, and we worked
out an agreement,” Thaisz said.
At that time, according to Eddy, a crossAtlantic expansion was not something
Bluesky had been considering. “It wasn’t on
our radar screen,” he said. “But we responded
when they reached out to us, and we got to
know each other, and saw that there was a
good fit between our two companies.”
For Thaisz and his partners and staff,
the deal with Bluesky provided the kind
of positive outcome they were looking for
when putting the business on the market.
“We didn’t want to sell to somebody who
was going to tear our operations apart,”
Thaisz said. “We’ve worked hard to develop
a reputation in our industry, and Bluesky is an
ambitious company that is looking to build
on that reputation.”
Since completion of the sale in April,
Hanson has retired and Thaisz has expressed
plans to do the same within the next year.
“I’m hoping to retire sometime after the
flying season ends in April,” he said, adding
that they will begin recruiting a new pilot
to replace him in the near future. Printz, the
other former co-owner (who is a few decades
younger than Thaisz and Hanson), is staying
on in his role as operations manager.
Outside of those retirement-driven staffing
changes, Eddy said the goal is to grow the
Col-East team in correlation to anticipated
growth of the business itself.
“We’re looking at growing the business,
and we won’t hesitate to grow the staff,” he
said. “We now have leading technology in the
Northeast, and marketing that is something
we’ll be focusing on. We plan to raise the
profile of the business.”
And, he noted, they plan to do so from
their new base in the Berkshires. “We are
looking to stay here,” he said. “It’s not the
easiest place to get to, but we have everything
here that we need.”u
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